TAfelberg
Submission on the Feasibility Model for
social housing on the Tafelberg Site

Part ONE
Spatial Justice in Cape Town
PART ONE OF THREE

Part One of this submission detailed the
concept of spatial justice and how it applies to
the disposal of Tafelberg. It also outlines why
the original disposal is unlawful. Part Two is a
critique of the existing financial model which
was compiled by the Department of Transport
and Public Works (DTPW). Part Three proposes
an alternative development proposal for the site
with two scenarios: one consists of four-storey,
walk-up social housing units and the other is an
intensification scenario with seven-storey social
housing blocks. The financial details displayed
are only a snapshot of a complex financial model
that was produced with the assistance of number
of experts in the field. The proposals below explore the potential massing on the site; they are
not an architectural design for the site.
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Segregation & Affordable Housing
have accrued significant wealth, while poor
and working-class people have been excluded – relocated to informal settlements and
housing estates on the periphery, or forced
to defend their communities and neighbourhoods from predatory developers in well-located areas.

Introduction
1

The decision to sell public land at the Tafelberg
site in Sea Point cannot be removed from the
historical context of land dispossession and
displacement in Cape Town. Cape Town is
“a sprawling (2,359 km²), low-density (1,520
people per km²) and spatially fragmented city
of 3.74 million people”.1 Centuries of colonialand apartheid-era migrant labour, spatial
planning and housing policies have left an
enduring legacy.

2

While apartheid urban planning affected all
South African cities, it was particularly effective in Cape Town because of the city’s
unique topographical layout and racial demographics. Mountains, oceans and other natural
features were used to control the movement of
Black, Indian and Coloured people.2

3

20 years after apartheid, segregation and
exclusion are still among the most obstinate
barriers to equality and justice in the city. Race
and class dictate where residents live, and
consequently the extent to which they are able
to access public services, social resources and
economic opportunities.

4

A new era of spatial segregation, exclusion and
discrimination is underway. South African
cities emerged from apartheid with significant legal and moral obligations to provide
housing, yet have been confronted by a global
order characterised by limited state regulation
over control of the economy and property
relations.

5

6

The City of Cape Town (the City) now competes in a global race-to-the-bottom to lure
investment through finance, tourism and
property speculation. All three require sympathetic taxation, planning and infrastructure regimes. These have in turn led to construction
booms, state land capture, and successive
waves of inner-city regeneration and gentrification.
Along the way, a few, mostly white residents
5

7

As a result, we now see wealthy property
enclaves competing on international retail
markets and swathes of land handed over to
private gated communities. Property bubbles
and soaring rents have meant that now only
the very wealthy can afford to live in Cape
Town’s well-located areas. In some neighbourhoods (such as De Waterkant), whole streets
have become investment portfolios. Some are
only occupied seasonally; others are permanently uninhabited. Devoid of life and community, land and property are being stripped
of their social value.

8

Black people in particular are treated by the
City and Provincial governments much like
they were under apartheid – as a labour
resource whose needs for housing and tenure
security are rarely prioritised.3 The majority of
poor and working-class people live as backyarders in established townships, or in informal settlements. Work here is hard to come
by and often requires a two-hour commute on
dangerous and unreliable public transport.

9

These outcomes are neither inevitable nor irreversible but instead the result of inadequate
policy implementation and weak political will.
Government continues to deny the occupation
rights of shack dwellers while building lowdensity, poor quality housing on land that is
cheap, far from good schools, jobs and health
care. This only compounds the problem.4

10

A few pockets of well-located affordable
housing remain in areas such as Woodstock,
Salt River and along the Voortrekker Road
and southern corridors. In wealthier suburbs,
Black and Coloured residents employed
as nurses and domestic workers live in insecure arrangements in the homes of White

11

12

13

14

employers. Others find rooms in the roofs or
basements of apartment blocks. Many do not
have proper leases, making them vulnerable to
unscrupulous landlords and governing bodies.
All are vulnerable to harassment and rent
hikes, and most have nowhere else to go.5

15

Premier Zille has also recognised the need for
spatial integration in the City. In her weekly
newsletter, she has stated that her government
understood the challenges of overcoming
apartheid spatial planning, and would make it
a priority to redress past imbalances.9

The responses from the City and the Province
have not been sufficient. Neither has built any
new affordable housing in the inner city for
decades, despite state land being available.
Both have adopted an ideologically driven,
laissez-faire attitude towards the private sector.
There are no progressive policy instruments –
such as inclusive zoning or rent stabilisation –
to regulate it. In addition, the Western Cape’s
Rental Housing Tribunal, established in 2001
to support tenants facing unfair practices,
remains largely ineffective, underfunded and
toothless.

16

The public desire for change has never been
greater. What is required is political will and
robust action. The only way to reverse segregation and create an inclusive city is to bring
Black and Coloured poor and working-class
people back into the city from which they
have been removed and excluded. Only government, particularly at the provincial and
local levels, has the mandate and mechanisms
to achieve this.10

Racial segregation and inverse density
in Cape Town

The City suppresses land occupation by the
homeless and relocates the most vulnerable
evictees to government-built relocation camps
on the outskirts of the city. These inevitably
become permanent settlements. The Province,
meanwhile, has followed a similar policy of
“right-sizing” social housing tenants to attract
higher rents, forcing residents to relocate.6

17

Realigning Cape Town’s population density
would go far to promote sustainable, inclusive
and just economic and social development,
as well as the realisation of our Constitutional rights. Legislation and policy in all
three spheres of government place significant
obligations on the state to restructure the city,
using well-located state-owned land to build
affordable housing.

Cape Town is still one of the most segregated
cities in the country. While its central, historically White neighbourhoods are still mostly
occupied by wealthy White families in low
densities, on the periphery, far away from economic opportunities, poor and working-class
Black and Coloured families live in extremely
high densities. This is referred to as ‘spatial
injustice’ and it results in everyday ‘spatial
violence’.

Entrenched racial segregation

This has been recognised by both Patricia de
Lille, the Mayor of the City of Cape Town,
and Helen Zille, the Premier of the Western
Cape. In January 2016, when Mayor de Lille
announced that she would be running for a
second term, she stated that she would work
towards “… more integration in the City and
[would] build housing projects closer to the
City.”7 More recently, the Mayor has restructured the City administration, announcing its
aim to “reverse the legacy of apartheid spatial
planning.”8
6

18

Based on the 2011 Census, the map below
illustrates the extent to which Cape Town remains racially segregated. Black and Coloured
households are overwhelmingly situated on
the Cape Flats and South East Metro. White
households, on the other hand, are largely
confined to central areas around the inner
city, as well as the Southern and Northern
Suburbs.11

19

According to a 2016 StatsSA report, the City
of Cape Town is South Africa’s sixth most
segregated local municipality, and third most
segregated Metro (only marginally behind
Nelson Mandela Bay and eThekwini). It has
a segregation index (H) of 0,67 (where 1 is
perfectly segregated and 0 is perfectly desegregated).12

Figure 1: Spatial segregation by race in Cape Town, 2011 – Adrian Firth
20

By comparison, the Census Bureau in the
United States applied the same index to
Census 2000 data, listing Detroit as the country’s most racially segregated city, with a segregation index of only 0,48.13

and working-class Black and Coloured majority live on the urban periphery, in densely
populated settlements, far from jobs, and
with poor access to amenities and services.16
Well-located central areas, on the other hand,
are dominated by middle-class and affluent,
predominantly White households. These areas
are characterised by relatively low densities,
and a severe shortage of affordable housing
options, despite excellent access to amenities,
services, and employment opportunities.

Inverse densification
21

Research conducted by Professor Ivan Turok
illustrates population density across Cape
Town, as well as the city’s unique ‘inverse densification’.15 It clearly shows that a largely poor

Figure 2: The top ten most – and least – segregated municipalities in South Africa14

7
7

Figure 3: Population density (persons / hectare) across the Cape Metro area17
22

groups, relatively fewer households are found
in the bottom two quintiles, while more than
four in every five Indian/Asian-headed households (80,46%) and White-headed households
(84,60%) fall within the upper two quintiles.19

The map below indicates that the most
densely populated settlements are Coloured
and Black poor and working-class communities on the Cape Flats. The city centre and
surrounding suburbs are characterised by
much lower densities. This reflects historical
ownership and land use patterns.

26

Racialised economic inequality
23

24

25

The economic realities experienced by Black
and Coloured households remain strikingly
dissimilar from those experienced by White
households. According to the 2010/11 Income
and Expenditure Households Survey,18 the
average (or mean) income of Black households
was R69,632. The average income of White
households, by contrast, was five-and-a-half
times higher, at R387,011 for the country.

Given that well-located land can only be
obtained through access to capital, spatial
segregation is therefore further entrenched by
racialised income inequality.

THE COSTS OF SPATIAL SEGREGATION

The 2014/15 Living Conditions Survey found
that close to half (46,58%) of Black-headed
households fall within the lowest two expenditure quintiles combined. This essentially
means that each household was spending less
than R12,781 per annum. As few as 11,09% of
Black-headed households were found in the
upper quintile.
More than a fifth (20,87%) of Coloured-headed households fell into the upper
expenditure quintile, whereas almost a third
(32,32%) fell below the third quintile. Among
the Indian/Asian and White population
8

27

The costs incurred by the City and Province
owing to segregation, inverse densification
(and the associated sprawl) are astounding.
This has made Cape Town “one of the most
inefficient and dysfunctional cities in the
world.”20 But beyond government expenditure,
these imbalances also impose considerable
burdens on households, the economy, social
cohesion, and the environment.

28

Neighbourhoods of concentrated low-income
households experience disproportionate levels
of crime, poor educational outcomes, higher
incarceration levels, and low levels of public
health. There is also a significant social impact
affecting the many thousands who are forced
to commute considerable distances to reach
schools, public amenities and places of work.

Town metro area is consumed by the transport
sector.24 A recent report, which analyses the
carbon footprints of Cape Town and São
Paulo, reveals that Cape Town’s carbon emissions of 10.21 CO2 per capita is higher than
the national average of 9.91 CO2 per capita.
This is largely attributed to the lack of connectivity within the city.25

Infrastructure and transport
29

A study on the economic costs of inefficient
land-use patterns in South African cities was
conducted for the Financial & Fiscal Commission in 2011. It concluded that:
“By international standards, South African
cities are inefficient, as measured by low
density development, high travel times
and distances, and high carbon footprints.
The hypothetical city has illustrated a
methodology by which the economic and
fiscal costs of this efficiency can be quantified. By applying this methodology to
a ‘hypothetical’ South African city, this
research has calculated that the present
recurrent cost of housing, transport and
infrastructure in South African cities is in
the order of R53 billion per annum, with a
large burden for these costs falling directly
on households. The growth model has
shown that the implications of a sprawling
growth pattern are increased recurrent
cost (7% - a difference of R6.4 billion per
annum) and increased total capital investment (2% - a difference of R5.4 billion
over 10 years). If this is extrapolated to all
6 metros, the difference between the urban
sprawl scenario and the cheaper compact
city scenario is approximately 1.4% of GDP
by year 10. This cost differential is likely to
continue to increase with time.”21

30

31

Spatial mismatch and unemployment
Cape Town’s dysfunctional urban form results
in ‘spatial mismatch’: significant physical dislocation between homes, work, and services,
which can lead to unemployment. Figure 4
demonstrates the distribution of economic
activity within the city. A comparison with
Figure 3 – which shows population densities –
reveals a startling inverse relationship.26

33

Figure 5, based on 2005 data, depicts
turnover, payroll and the number of companies per nodal area. Despite being
somewhat dated, it clearly indicates spatial
mismatch. High-density residential areas are
geographically separated from areas with high
economic nodes.

34

Naude (2008)29 provides evidence of spatial
mismatch in South Africa’s metros as a whole,
while Rospade and Selod state that this has a
significant impact on employment levels:
“... the average commuting distance of
workers surveyed in the ‘migration study’
and living in the EA [Enumerator Area in
the Census] plays a positive and significant
role in the unemployment probability. This
means that, controlling for all other variables, individuals who reside in EAs where
employed workers occupy jobs far away are
more likely to be unemployed.”30

Research included in the 2014 Provincial
Spatial Development Framework (PSDF)22 reveals that a shift towards more compact cities
would lead to significant cost savings for both
the Western Cape Government (WCG) and
its municipalities. These additional capital and
operational costs relate primarily to the WCG
having to spread the bulk of its infrastructural
capital and operating expenses across a wider
area. The African Green City Index23 includes
a survey of 15 African cities with an average
density of 4,600 people/km2. Asian cities, by
contrast, have an average of 8,200 people/km2.
At 1,500 people/km2, Cape Town is the least
dense of the 15.
More than half of the energy used in the Cape

32

35

9

In 2016, the Socio-Economic Rights Institute
(SERI) of South Africa noted that:
“A significant part of existing unemployment
in most of South Africa’s cities can be
explained by distance from jobs … Undoing the jobs/housing mismatch should
be central to any efforts that provincial and
municipal governments make at applying

Figure 4: Spatial fragmentation of employment and residential opportunities27
the ‘spatial justice’ principle in [the Spatial
Planning and Land Use Management
Act], in spatial development frameworks,
municipal bylaws and land development
decisions. Matching jobs and housing
should be a cornerstone of a spatial justice
definition.”31

This analysis of spatial mismatch suggests that
the structure of cities is one of the key determinants of chronic poverty; and that spatial
mismatch, caused by city structure, is a quintessential poverty trap.

Figure 5: Total turnover, payroll and number of companies for 23 nodes28
10

The long commute and its effects
36

For a minority of adults fortunate enough
to have jobs, physical marginalisation
means burdensome commutes on unreliable
transport. More than 55% of Cape Town’s
population rely on public transport. 61.5% of
Black commuters, 41.9% of Coloured commuters, and 4% of White commuters rely on
buses, trains or minibus taxis.32

37

By the City’s own estimates, the costs imposed
by dependence on public transport currently account for between 45-70% of a lowincome household’s income (the international
standard is between 5%-10%).33 The 2015
Transport Development Index (TDI) explains
that about 90% of public transport users in
the City of Cape Town fall into this income
category.34

38

Research based on national data shows that
when the time and cost of commuting are
factored into the hourly wage, the average proportion of income spent on public transport is
26% for commuters using minibus taxis, 31%
for buses, 29% for trains, and 39% for those
using multiple modes.35 Again, this proportion
of income spent on commuting is exceptionally high by international standards.36

39

According to the 2003 National Transport
Study,37 Black South Africans spent an average
of 88 minutes a day travelling to and from
work. This was almost double the average
commute time in the United States in 2002, a
country that is known for its long commuting
times and poor public transport.38 Ten years
later, the 2013 National Transport Study noted
that the average national commuting times for
Black households had increased from 88 to
102 minutes per day. This suggests, at least in
part, a worsening of spatial inequality.39

40

Long commutes not only make it more expensive to participate in the economy – they
also make it more difficult to find work. These
journeys are often compounded by delays and
unreliable transit options. Commuters are
therefore more prone to arriving late for work
or spending hours in traffic. This results in significant productivity losses for the individual
and the economy at large.
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41

Last year, in response to disruptions caused
by the vandalism of Metrorail trains, the Cape
Chamber of Commerce revealed that about
85% of firms reported that their staff were
demotivated and that productivity was affected. 90% also complained that the resulting
traffic congestion was costing them time and
money.40

42

Additionally, it is important to note that while
commuters spend hours of their day on public
transport, their family lives, health and safety
are also affected.41 Studies have shown that
long commute times have an impact on the
commuter’s life-satisfaction, anxiety levels and
sense of wellbeing.42 Commuting on public
transport also comes with risks and fear of
exposure to gender-based violence.43 Land
management decisions should therefore factor
in the effects of unequal spatial patterns on the
public health system, individual households
and society at large.

43

It is imperative to understand that these costs
and their causes become increasingly difficult to address over time, largely owing to
the speculative nature of urban land markets.
More than 20 years into the democratic era, it
has proven harder to reverse apartheid geographies than it was in 1994.44

The affordable housing crisis
44

The housing market as it stands is serving to
entrench rather than undo patterns of segregation and exclusion. The private property
market excludes millions of South Africans.
Unchecked by state regulation, the result is a
crisis of unaffordability.

half of the nation’s average and one-third of
the metro’s, indicating a wide value gap;
• Despite making up almost half the total
number of metro properties, affordable
suburbs take up significantly less land area
due to smaller property sizes;

Priced out: The general housing market
45

46

47

• Cape Town’s affordable properties are highly
concentrated in affordable areas (of all
major metros, Cape Town has the highest
concentration of properties below R500,000
within affordable areas. This, however, may
be due to it also having the lowest level of
properties of unknown worth – i.e. properties believed to be government-sponsored,
worth less than R500,000).

In the context of Cape Town and the Western
Cape, purchasing or renting a home in a
well-located area is financially unfeasible
for most residents. The city currently has
the highest average home sales prices in the
country, increasing year-on-year at a rate well
beyond inflation.45 According to research by
First National Bank’s Property Barometer,
cited in a 2015 Provincial Government report,
average property values in the Western Cape
increased by 14.9% in 2014, the “fastest rate of
South Africa’s major provinces”.46
The average household income in Cape Town
is just over R13,000 per month, allowing the
average family to qualify for a home loan of
approximately R336,000. However, the average
home in the city costs just over R1 million.
This means that in order to afford the average
house, a Capetonian must earn 3.1 x the average income.47

48

Areas with affordable housing options (below
R500,000) are severely limited, and affordable
properties are highly concentrated and dense,
located predominantly in historically Black
and Coloured townships like Gugulethu,
Khayelitsha and Mitchells Plain (see map
below).

49

The high concentration of affordable housing
in certain areas is indicative of a lack of affordable housing options in historically white
and well-off areas. The nature of the housing
market, with limited affordable housing

It should be noted that while average income
is commonly used by government to measure
affordability, median income serves as a more
accurate measurement because of South Africa’s extremely high levels of inequality.48 The
median income in the Western Cape is R3,424
per capita.49
A 2012 Affordable Land and Housing Data
Centre study50 defined affordable housing
suburbs as those in which the average house
value was below R500,000. The authors made
several important conclusions:
• The average value of a Cape Town home
exceeds the national average by 1.7 times;
• The average residential property value in an
affordable Cape Town suburb (R272,000) is

Figure 6: Cape Town affordable housing suburbs, 2011
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options confined to the periphery, thus serves
to perpetuate existing patterns of segregation.

54

The lack of government regulation in Cape
Town stands out as an anomaly among upper-middle-income nations where there is
a long history of land market interventions
aimed at securing affordable housing solutions. These measures have included, among
others, inclusionary zoning, density bonuses
and tax breaks to stimulate the provision of
affordable housing by the private sector.

55

Given the combination of its historical
context, relatively clean governance and
healthy private sector, Cape Town should be a
leader in the field of spatial justice. Instead, it
is one of the few ‘world class cities’ across the
globe that does not intervene effectively in the
property development sector.

56

One attempt to intervene in the property
development sector was undertaken through
the Urban Development Zone (UDZ) tax
incentive instituted by the National Treasury.
The UDZ incentive was envisaged to promote
urban renewal and development by stimulating private-sector investment in the construction or improvement of commercial
and residential buildings, including low-cost
housing units, situated within demarcated
UDZs.53

57

Tax incentives are provided to facilitate development in these zones. Among these are incentives for “low-cost residential units.”54 The
UDZ incentive provides the most significant
tax rebates (25%) when low-cost residential
units55 are erected in a new building, added
to an existing building, or improved in an
existing building.56 If combined with land use
regulations by local municipalities, the UDZ
has the potential to harness the tax incentives
for inclusive urban regeneration.57

58

Instead, the advantages from the tax break
were applied unchecked and have largely benefitted companies that develop market-rate,
high-end flats and mixed-use developments
in order to maximize profit. In certain areas of
the city, the UDZ’s impact was compounded
by zoning changes initiated in 2012 under
the Cape Town Zoning Scheme.58 In many
instances, these expanded land-use rights and
encouraged mixed-use developments.

Unaffordable rental housing
50

51

52

Owing to these extraordinarily high property
purchase prices, many Capetonians have no
choice but to enter the rental market. It is
very difficult to find accurate data on rental
costs and other information on rental market
conditions because many rentals occur informally (especially in informal settlements
and backyard dwellings). To the best of our
knowledge, reliable data on rental costs and
conditions are not centrally collected, processed and publicised by any government
agency.
Based on data collected from property management companies, the PayProp Rental
Property Index produces quarterly and annual
reports on national and local trends in rental
pricing. According to their latest report, the
average rental price in the Western Cape is
R7,161 per month. This is the second highest
rate in the country, after the Northern Cape.
It means that the average Capetonian would
have to spend more than half of her/his
average income on rent, well beyond what is
considered affordable. Rentals in the Western
Cape are increasing significantly faster than
inflation. Between 2012 and 2015, rents in the
province increased by 28.76%.51
This trend is particularly strong in the historically White central urban areas. For instance
in the Cape Town CBD, the value of the 1.6
square-kilometre city centre area is estimated
to have quadrupled over the past ten years to
R24 billion52 yet in this same area zero affordable housing options have been provided.

Lack of government regulation
53

At present, government at all levels does
not provide meaningful intervention in the
private rental or sales market to control radical
price fluctuations or promote the inclusion of
affordable units in new residential developments. This is especially problematic in Cape
Town given its extremely robust property
market.
13

Figure 7: Cape Town UDZs have correlated with areas associated with gentrification such as
Woodstock and Salt River where affordable housing units have not been created
59

60

In Woodstock, for example, areas that were
previously zoned for low-density residential or
industrial use became high-density mixed-use.
This increased the attractiveness of purchasing
property in areas of the suburb which had
been low-income residential areas. Property
values increased dramatically both in Woodstock and neighbouring Salt River.59 However,
given that no regulations were introduced to
determine how mixed-use development would
occur, no value was extracted by the state.

Evictions and displacement

As an incentive expected to speed up the
delivery of well-located affordable housing,
the UDZ in Cape Town has yielded no results,
even having a negative impact on the inner
city.60 While development has been plentiful in
the city centre, urban regeneration has had the
unintended effect of large-scale displacement
and the subsequent eviction of low-income
rental tenants. A vital opportunity was missed
to ensure that urban regeneration took place
inclusively by using government incentives
and regulations.
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Low-income and working-class people are not
only encountering limited opportunities in the
inner-city housing market – as property prices
rise with unregulated redevelopment, many
are also being pushed out from areas they
once called home.

62

In particular, rising rents have led to residents
being evicted from accommodation that was
previously affordable in the inner city. This
trend has been noted particularly in Woodstock and Salt River, but extends to other
inner-city suburbs such as Sea Point and Zonnebloem.61 Since the early 2000s, a number of
high-profile evictions in Woodstock and Salt
River have illustrated the impact that urban
redevelopment and rising property prices are
having on the city’s poor and working-class
people.62

63

The alternative accommodation provided
to evictees by the City are effectively relocation camps in peripherally located areas.
Blikkiesdorp63 is now at capacity, destined
to remain temporary and poorly serviced

in perpetuity. New camps such as the site in
Wolwerivier64 are meanwhile being built in
even more isolated locations. This only serves
to perpetuate Cape Town’s long history in
which Black and Coloured people have been
displaced from the inner city to the urban
periphery.
64

The Rental Housing Tribunal has confirmed
that tenants who rely on informal and unregulated arrangements – mostly month-to-month
leases – tend to lack security of tenure and are
left vulnerable to abuse by landlords and poor
living standards.

65

Without affordable housing in the inner city,
poor and working-class people are pushed
to find accommodation either in historically
Black and Coloured townships or in the informal, unregulated market. Where these options fail, people are forced into homelessness
or isolated emergency housing sites provided
by the City.

Conclusion
66

The housing market in Cape Town is failing
poor and working-class people. The lack
of affordable housing options and the concentration of affordable housing in certain
areas is entrenching segregation. A lack of
government intervention leads to a situation
where affordable housing options are not
being provided, and existing affordable options are not being protected. Particularly
in the inner city, this is leading to increased
evictions and displacement. In the light of this
unaffordability crisis, state-subsidised housing
becomes imperative to the restructuring of
South Africa’s urban form.

15

Land Use Track Record in cape town
not happening in the Western Cape. A decisive shift in approach and planning is needed
for effective land asset management.

Introduction
67

68

69

Guy Briggs, interviewed for the Harvard
Political Review, highlights that housing and
service delivery in the City has maintained
the status quo rather than challenging it.
This form of delivery has followed the same
patterns as apartheid spatial design and has
entrenched patterns of inequality and segregation.

The value of land
72

In particular, “Cape Town’s affordable housing
initiatives are ineffective for two main reasons:
too few houses have been built and existing
developments are located in the same distant
location allocated for non-whites during
Apartheid.”65

“Land is critical to all aspects of human wellbeing: it provides material goods for livelihoods, food and health; mitigates environmental stressors or future uncertainties;
and underlies many cultural values. Access
to land and land resources is central to
creating opportunities, reducing inequality
and improving the livelihoods of the most
vulnerable. As urban populations grow, the
demands on land (and possible subsequent
conflicts) are likely to only increase in the
future.”66

It is a telling indictment of post-apartheid
governance in Cape Town that no state-subsidised housing has been built in the inner city
since 1994. The ability of the state to provide
well-located housing is intrinsically linked
to its management of land assets. Here, too,
the spheres of government have failed. Unless
the state proactively leverages its land assets,
and decisively shifts its approach to housing
provision, apartheid spatial design will persist
unchecked.

73

Given the centrality of land to human progress, it generates a great deal of competition.
In the free market, land allocation is determined by the price mechanism (generated by
the ‘willing buyer willing seller’ paradigm).
This spells out the exclusionary nature of the
market as the poor have insufficient capital
to invest in, and extract use from, a parcel of
land. Generally, the urban poor are unable to
bid competitively for well-placed land precisely because they are poor.67

74

And yet, in highly urbanized areas, the exclusionary effect of the price mechanism
extends well beyond traditional definitions
of ‘the poor’. To an increasing degree, even
middle-class people are being priced out
of the market. This is a dominant trend
across the globe and can be attributed to
ever-higher levels of urbanisation, increased

The failure of effective Land
management
70

71

Land – especially centrally located land – is a
scarce and finite asset that cannot be replenished. Because land is integral to so many
needs there is intense competition for these
assets. As described in Volume 1 of the South
African Cities Network’s Urban Land Paper
Series:

In South Africa the ‘land question’ can be
described as the battle for the nation’s soul.
How it is managed needs to reflect an understanding of its multiple values and its power
to shift persistent patterns of inequality and
exclusion.
In the urban context (notably the inner city),
where the market-value of land is high, it is
pertinent that state-owned land is leveraged
strategically for socioeconomic goals – and in
particular, affordable housing. This is currently
16

financialisation of real estate, and the speculative capital flows associated with globalisation.
75

land is lost when it is reduced to cash which is
then spent in a non-spatially-targeted manner.
79

To secure affordable housing in well-located
areas, it is essential that state-owned land is
released below market value.68 In 2017, the
Western Cape Provincial MEC for Human
Settlements, Bonginkosi Madikizela, stated:
“We need to come to the party as government and say, ‘we are going to subsidise
land, we are going to subsidise bulk infrastructure, so we can push the cost of the
house down so that it becomes affordable
for the people we are talking about’ …
What type of house can you afford if you
earn ten thousand rand? We can’t start
costing all these things, because before you
even put a spade in the ground, the house is
unaffordable.”69

76

The failure to make state land available

By releasing the Tafelberg site below market
value, Provincial Government would be
acknowledging the multiple values tied up
in land as required by the Government Immovable Asset Management Act (GIAMA)
and the Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act (SPLUMA).

Management of state land
77

78

A policy framework navigating these competing interests would be ineffective unless it
is combined with a strategic plan that takes a
portfolio approach to all of Provincial Government’s immovable assets. This currently does
not exist and, as a result, good land is routinely left fallow or sold.

The Western Cape Provincial Government
has an enormous immovable asset portfolio.
Because there are numerous, sometimes conflicting demands on land, it is essential that
strong frameworks are in place, allowing competing interests to be fairly weighed against
each other. Such frameworks should prevent
decisions based on short-term financial rewards from delaying or preventing long-term
social integration.
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The City routinely cites availability of land as
one of the primary barriers to the expansion
of affordable housing. It acknowledges that
even if the delivery rate were to be drastically
increased to 20,000 units per year, it would
run out of land suited for housing development within five years.
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One of the main arguments cited by the City
to explain land shortages is that there are
many sites, regarded as ‘well-suited for development’, which have not yet been transferred
to the City by other levels of government
(including the WCG).70
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The reluctance by the WCG, National Government and parastatals to unlock land for
affordable housing development has been
corroborated in an international study conducted by the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD).
This was cited by the City and The Cape Town
Partnership in their 2009 Central City Development Strategy:
“The difficulties in addressing the housing
issue are in turn linked with the regulations surrounding land use. [The City]
owns relatively little land in comparison to
provincial landholdings and those of stateowned companies, such as the Transnet
and South African National Defence Force.
The latter owns a large supply of land on
well-located sites but they are reticent to
release these properties at below-market
values as these areas often generate
revenue. This, in turn, compounds land
scarcity, raises the price for low-income

Land is different from any other asset in that
its value is derived not only from its size and
quality, but also from its location, and the opportunities that this offers in achieving other,
less tangible goals such as social integration
and redistribution. This is particularly significant given the spatial nature of our apartheid
legacy. Unlike cash, land is a non-fungible
asset. Inherently spatial, the value of a plot of
17

Districts (CBDs) that have suffered from
urban decay are most appropriate”.75

housing development, and forces housing
authorities to concentrate developments on
remote land plots”.71
83
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The Provincial Rental Housing Strategy
(2010–2014) further highlights how the lack
of land availability is having an adverse impact
on the ability to develop rental stock across
the Western Cape: “In Cape Town and leader
towns of the West Coast, Cape Winelands,
Overberg and Eden Districts, there are limited
quantities of well-situated, state-owned
land suitable for formal state-funded rental
housing.”72
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It has been acknowledged by the MEC of the
Western Cape, Mr Donald Grant that it is not
sustainable to dispose of government-owned
immovable assets because once an asset is
“disposed of (it) is no longer as asset”.73 It is
also worth acknowledging the Western Cape
Asset Management Review (2003) which
expresses that property assets should be used
“to undo the negative legacies and create an
integrated society within which every individual is empowered to love and participate on
equal footing”.74
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The Province has an obligation to address the
issue of spatial injustice. In the absence of an
overarching strategic plan ensuring that state
land assets meet the recommendations contained in the PSDF, emphasis has been placed
on what the WCG commonly refers to as
‘urban regeneration’. This alternative approach
has proved detrimental to the affordable
housing agenda.

“There is no strong policy framework for
urban regeneration in South Africa. A few
provinces, Gauteng and the Western Cape,
have strategies for urban regeneration but
these are not linked to delivery mechanisms. The primary planning focus of
urban regeneration sits with strategic plans
of the major metros. These vary greatly
in form, scope and linkage to implementation mechanisms. They are, however,
often built around the policy frame of
City Improvement Districts (CID) that
strongly emphasis tackling of ‘crime and
grime’ issues with government investing
in infrastructure to encourage inflow of
private investment. There is little reference
to provision of housing to low- and middle-income households in these strategies
and no mention of social housing as a
potential driver or significant contribution
to such initiatives.”76
88

The Urban Regeneration APPROACH IN
CAPE TOWN
86

In South African cities, urban regeneration
is nebulous. Government has focused its
spending largely on infrastructure to encourage private investment in urban areas perceived as underutilised or derelict. Crucially,
these ideas of regeneration have not focused
explicitly on housing provision or housing
affordability. According to the Housing Development Agency:

In Premier Zille’s 2016 State of the Province
Address, she acknowledged that urban regeneration in the Cape Town inner city has made
the area unaffordable for most people:
“Cape Town is a city that is trying hard to
overcome the spatial planning model that
apartheid entrenched so deeply. Thanks
to our partnership with the private sector,
the Cape Town inner city has regenerated
at an accelerated pace compared to any
other South African city. This has had one
negative consequence – the escalation of
property prices beyond the reach of most
people. Demand for affordable housing
closer to the city bowl is an important

In a research report by the Housing Development Agency, ‘urban regeneration’ is defined as:
“A process to address urban decay, especially
in inner-city areas, in order to revitalise the
whole physical, social and economic environment of this area … it generally targets
areas with potential in terms of economic
return on investments. Central Business
18

rugby fields. If used appropriately, it could
have a significant impact on addressing affordable housing shortages and spatial segregation in Cape Town.80

priority for a functional city, and this can
be achieved more effectively if the state
complements the market mechanism appropriately.”77
89

90
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These negative outcomes have occurred in
the inner city despite the WCG’s initial intention that regeneration should include affordable housing. In 2010, the Western Cape’s
Transport and Public Works Department
initiated the Central City Regeneration Programme (CT-CCRP) to determine future uses
of publicly owned land in and around the
central city. Crucially, one of the key objectives
of the programme was to “develop a percentage of the residential stock in identified
precincts for affordable housing to ensure that
poorer households get incorporated into the
central city”.78

The failures of the Regeneration Programme

The strategic framework for the CT-CCRP
notes: “In sum, the overarching aim is to
unlock the latent value of the Provincial
property portfolio, and encourage synergistic,
well-coordinated development of public and
private properties in the selected central city
precincts, in order to generate economic activity and create new jobs and productive opportunities for all, including interventions that
empower poor and working people to access
opportunities; create conditions for social
cohesion and well-being; and enable environmental sustainability and energy efficiency.”79
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Along with partnerships with the City, National Treasury and several Provincial Departments, the CT-CCRP places a strong emphasis
on leveraging the finances and skills of the
private sector through public-private partnerships (PPPs) to achieve its aims.
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Since its inception, the CT-CCRP has evolved
to form part of a larger Provincial Regeneration Programme (Regeneration Programme).
According to a document entitled Provincial
Regeneration Programme: Projects and Progress
(2012), the latter’s portfolio began with six initial projects followed by a further 14 projects.
Of these 20 projects, four lie outside of the
Cape Town Metropolitan area. The 16 projects
located within the city constitute more than
5.6 million m2 of bulk. This is an enormous
property portfolio – roughly the size of 560

Given the size of the Regeneration Programme’s portfolio, this approach could
leverage private sector investment and secure
a large amount of affordable housing in
well-located areas. This would be decisive in
furthering the urban restructuring agenda.
In practice, however, this has not been the
case. Rather than using land assets to provide
affordable housing in the CBD, the WCG has
disposed of well-located land through the
Regeneration Programme.
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The Regeneration Programme has managed
key WCG land assets in a way that appears
to be ad hoc and delinked from other government imperatives. It has not prioritised
housing in the inner city, and is not driven by
the policy mandates for urban restructuring.
Crucially, there is an overriding focus on encouraging private investment and generating
an immediate income stream for the WCG.
The sale of the Tafelberg site is emblematic of
this approach.
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One strategic objective cited in the CTCCRP’s strategic framework is the development of affordable housing. However,
since 2010, the programme has achieved
no developments of this nature. In fact, in
the Programme’s Annual Reports between
2011/2012 and 2015/2016, not a single completed development – affordable or otherwise
– is recorded.
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Relatedly, between the Programme’s first
recorded expenditure in 2010/2011 and the
latest in 2016/2017, all spending and allocations have been for planning, not for tangible
development.81 Figure 8 illustrates this. Of
primary concern is that the Programme itself
– like the six projects it includes – is identified
as an expenditure item, with its own allocation
and expenditure amounts.
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According to the Western Cape Provincial
2016/2017 Budget, the total expenditure for

Figure 8: Cape Town Central City Regeneration Programme Allocations82
interrogation in the Regeneration Programme
is the revolving door that exists between its
officials, consultancy firms, and private developers. The Regeneration Programme is
privy to sensitive information on land assets
available to the WCG, yet much of its work is
conducted by external consultancy firms that
tend to lack a comprehensive understanding
of government’s responsibilities. To make
matters worse, an influential actor in the
Regeneration Programme, Gary Fisher, was
shown to have substantial private development
interests.86 This raises concerns that the Regeneration Programme has a misplaced focus,
and is unaccountable to the WCG’s planning
and socioeconomic development goals as well
as intra-governmental obligations.

the Regeneration Programme for the year
2015/2016 amounts to R56,148,000.83 In the
same period, the total expenditure for the
six projects that fall under the Regeneration
Programme was R59 532 000.84 This suggests
an irregularity – i.e. double counting of allocations and expenditure.
98
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In order to justify its consistent underspending, the Public Works Infrastructure
Planning Programme (under which the
Regeneration Programme falls) noted that for
three consecutive years capital expenditure
in the regeneration project was “slower than
planned”.85 Spending for the Regeneration
Programme is neither explained nor disaggregated in the annual reports, and since 2010
there is no data on the tangible outputs of the
Programme. This does not provide sufficient
information for public monitoring of expenditure and outputs of the Programme.
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The track record of the Regeneration Programme thus far indicates that, despite its
power to leverage private sector investment
in the interest of affordable housing opportunities, the Programme has failed to deliver
on this mandate. This justifies a review of the
Programme, its functions and outputs.

In order to assess the actual performance of
the programme to date, there is an urgent
need for investigation by auditors, as well as
the Parliamentary Oversight Committee for
Transport and Public Works, and/or Cabinet.
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Equally of concern and warranting
20

have sought to address Cape Town’s spatial dynamics. Instead, they have entrenched spatial
exclusion through the sale of assets and the
prioritisation of office space.

Skewed inner-city development priorities
102

Associated with this approach to urban
regeneration, the refurbishment and construction of office space through the Modernisation Programme (MP) has been prioritised
in the inner city. According to the Western
Cape Provincial Treasury’s 2016 Adjusted Estimates of Provincial Expenditure, the total cost
for projects within the MP is approximately
R430 million.87

Land and property: Assets with many values
105

GIAMA requires national and provincial
departments that hold land to draw up Immovable Asset Management Plans.88 These
should be binding on all land disposals that
a department carries out. This suggests that
there could be a time delay in accessing land
that has not already been identified for disposal in the relevant Immovable Asset Management Plan.
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The MP projects are at all different stages,
from planning to completion. It is concerning
that government land and spending on development in the inner city is reserved for offices,
while other assets such as Somerset Precinct
or Alfred Street Complex have been put on the
market.
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A strategic policy framework for managing
state land assets allows for a comprehensive
overall understanding of the value, economically and functionally, of all public real
estate assets. It also allows for the uniform
application of generally accepted accounting
principles, improving transparency and
connection to other municipal systems and
frameworks. In this, the framework should
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The various reports published by the Department of Transport and Public Works
(DTPW) infer that it has three main objectives
for its infrastructure and immovable asset
portfolio. These are: modernisation, acquisition and regeneration. To date, none of these

Figure 9: Illustration of the proposed Dorp Street PPP
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consider the three components of land asset
value – financial, social and economic – together in relation to the full property portfolio
that the State holds, rather than as a single
piece of land in isolation.

Conclusion
111

The current approach by Province to managing land as an asset is failing to achieve
urban restructuring imperatives noted in
legislation and policy. A decisive shift is
needed which recognises the long-term and
multiple values of land, proactively makes land
available, prioritises housing development,
and strategically manages state-owned land
transparently through a strategic portfolio approach. The effective use of well-located urban
state land is critical to the realisation of progressive and transformative housing in Cape
Town, and cities across South Africa.
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It may be the case that some land parcels are
best suited for the maximisation of financial
value, whereas others offer opportunities to realise social benefits, or to stimulate economic
growth. By considering the full portfolio of
land assets, the state can better balance the
costs and benefits of specific land use choices
within the constraints of its available resources. The cost of not managing public real
estate strategically in this way is the wasted
opportunity of not realising the multiple and
diverse benefits that land can have. This, too,
has financial, social and economic cost implications, all of which must be considered.
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While South Africa’s regulatory framework
allows for such a view, the Human Settlements
policy framework provides insufficient practical guidance on how this might be achieved.
This is an important area for attention, not
unique to this country.
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Both international and local experience
suggests that the cost of not managing public
real estate strategically is overspending, lost
income and poor service delivery. Ultimately,
realising the financial value of land without
engaging strategically with its social and economic opportunities is a wasted opportunity
that itself has real costs, as the asset is not
being used to its full effectiveness.
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What this means is that the state must shift
its approach to property as falling within a
public works service function to one that
views state property as falling within an asset
management function. By viewing property
as an asset with multiple values that must be
managed, the strategic role that it can play
in achieving the broader objectives of social
transformation and economic development
can be identified and amplified.
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Housing Track Record in Cape TOwn
being significantly reduced.”90

Introduction

115

The national statistics below show a rising
trend in subsidised housing from 1.8 million
in 2004/2005 to 3.7 million in 2013/2014.
However, the actual number of houses completed in each year is declining over time. In
2004/2005, 148,253 houses were completed.
The highest ever number of houses completed
was in 2009/2010 (164,854). Since then, the
number of houses completed has been declining. In 2011/2012, 120,610 houses were
completed, but in 2013/2014 only 105,936
houses. The rate of delivery is too slow given
the housing backlog and that the need for
housing is increasing over time.
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The sheer number of people who do not have
access to adequate housing in Cape Town
is testament to the fact that housing policy
and delivery has failed. There are simply not
enough houses being built; where they are
being built, they tend to exacerbate spatial
injustice. The state at all three levels has not
come to terms with this and invested in alternative models that can rapidly provide access
to land and tenure security.

The Failure of Public Sector Housing
Delivery

116

According to the City’s most recent calculations, 373,641 households qualify for government-provided housing. This figure includes
131,000 households in informal settlements,
87,000 in overcrowded city rental stock,
70,000 in overcrowded Reconstruction &
Development Programme (RDP) or Breaking
New Ground (BNG) homes, 41,000 backyarders in Community Residential Units
(CRUs), and 34,000 backyarders in RDP/BNG
houses.92 The backlog for the Western Cape is
currently at 521,305 families.93

The housing backlog
113

In tackling the housing backlog, government
relies solely on quantitative calculations based
on need and delivery. It does not, as international standards suggest, view “adequate
housing” as requiring the provision of more
than just four walls and a roof. For instance,
the United Nations Human Settlements
Program (UN-Habitat) has set minimum
criteria which includes security of tenure,
access to services, affordability, habitability,
accessibility, cultural adequacy, and location to
services and economic opportunity.89 In South
Africa, these factors are not taken into account when determining housing needs. Very
few measures are in place for government to
monitor housing quality in both state-subsidised and open housing markets.
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The City’s backlog is rapidly expanding. If
the current delivery rate of 6,100 units a year
is maintained, the City estimates that the
number of those in need will almost double
within 15 years, growing to more than 650,000
households by 2030. To meet present and
future needs, delivery will have to increase to
30,000 units a year – an increase by almost
400%.94
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The 2014 Provincial Spatial Development
Framework acknowledges this problem,
stating: “A central challenge is that the performance of housing is being measured primarily
in terms of numbers rather than quality and so
inappropriate implementation tools are being
employed. In spite hereof, the backlogs are not

Figure 10: National housing delivery91
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While the government’s housing backlog
calculations are daunting, they do not fully
disclose the gravity of Cape Town’s housing
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Figure 11: State-subsidised rental housing in South Africa99
(inclusive of social housing) declined substantially between 2010 and 2014, despite
the demand for housing. In 2010/2011, only
8,655 rental units were built nationwide. This
dwindled significantly to 3,516 by 2013/2014.
Thus, despite their policy mandates, all
spheres of government have failed to increase
rental housing.

crisis. It is very likely that the actual number
of households living in inadequate housing
conditions is much higher.
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Only households earning less than R3,500
qualify for a fully subsidised RDP/BNG home
or CRU. Households earning more than
R3,500 but less than R15,000 fall into the
“Gap” housing market. These households do
not qualify for an RDP/BNG or CRU home,
nor a bond from a bank to purchase a home.
Approximately 28% of households in Cape
Town fall into this category.95 Some government subsidies for home-ownership (such
as the Finance Linked Individual Subsidy
Programme and Integrated Residential Development Programme) and rental options (such
as Social Housing) do exist for those falling
into the “gap,” but not at the scale needed.
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In 2014/2015, the actual delivery for
state-subsidised rental rose to 11,407 and then
12,097 in 2015/2016.100 In 2014/2015, 106,617
units were completed. In 2015/2016 a total of
112,001 units were built. The proportion of
subsidised rental to total housing delivery is
therefore 10.7% and 10.8%, respectively. As
much as this increase should be welcomed
when compared with 2013/2014, it still does
nothing to mitigate the demand for state-subsidised rental housing, let alone the national
housing backlog.
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Premier Zille has acknowledged that policy
instruments targeting “gap” households
“do not, as yet, work nearly as well as they
should.”96 Falling beyond the criteria or capacity of state support, these households are
dependent on the formal and informal rental
markets which – given Cape Town’s high
property prices and rental rates – also pose
significant affordability challenges.
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Public rental accommodation is an ambitious political target at a time when many state
functions are increasingly outsourced,101 but
there is little alternative if South Africa’s cities
are going to succeed in reducing poverty while
stimulating growth and mobility.102

Location of housing opportunities
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In addition, Cape Town has a growing immigrant population, many of whom have fled
unstable and violent contexts out of necessity.
According to census data, 8.1% of the Western
Cape’s population is comprised of immigrants.
This is the second highest proportion of any
province in the country, after Gauteng.97
Despite often living in inadequate and overcrowded housing, the law currently prescribes
that only citizens and permanent residents
qualify for subsidised housing.98
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Building integrated, sustainable and better-located human settlements is the essence
of a decade-long policy mandate encapsulated
in the BNG Policy. And yet, according to
the 2016/2017 Integrated Development Plan
(IDP) Review housing projects planned and
under construction by the Province and City
are continuing unchecked on the periphery of
the CBD, outside of historically Whites-only
areas (See Figures 12 and 13).
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There are approximately 24 human settlements developments currently under
construction by the City. An additional 27
housing developments are planned. A further
seven projects are being developed by the
WCG.104 The vast majority of the City and

The failure of state-subsidised rental housing
122

There are concerning trends in the delivery
of state-subsidised rental housing:
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The number of rental housing units
24

Provincial housing developments are located
in former Black, Coloured and Indian areas,
all situated far away from employment opportunities, social amenities, services and infrastructure.
128

This trend of development follows that of
the apartheid government and continues to
perpetuate spatial injustice, entrenching cycles
of poverty among Black and Coloured people
in Cape Town. Only two of these projects are
being built in a former Whites-only area.
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In the foreword to the Central City Development Strategy (CCDS), the Premier
(then-executive Mayor of Cape Town) stated
that: “The City seeks to promote policies
to bring poor people closer to the urban
economy (not just as commuters but as full
participants) and, at the same time, take
investment to areas of greatest need through
community development programmes. These
strategies should be viewed as complementary
rather than competing – both are necessary.”106
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It is noteworthy that the outcomes of the
CCDS called for the “tripling of residential

Figure 12: Map of City and Provincial
housing projects planned and under
construction, 2016/2017103
population, with at least 20% affordable
housing, and include specific mechanisms
(such as density bonuses) to promote appropriate residential densification in general and
affordable housing in particular (proposed
target: 20% of new residential development to
be affordable).”107
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It is significant that most government
housing projects in Cape Town – either
planned or currently under construction –
are over 15km outside of the inner city. It

Figure 13: 3km buffers along established economic corridors in Cape Town in relation to
planned and under construction City and Provincial housing projects.105
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The Conradie Better Living Model Game
Changer is a mixed-income project led by the
Premier’s Office. It combines Social Housing
and GAP housing. Although this largescale development is planned in the former
Whites-only area of Thornton, it is to be built
on the edge of the suburb and thus could be
seen as an extension.

signifies a failure to bring poor people closer
to the urban economy.
Location and spatial justice
132

National, Provincial and local policy agree
on the need for diversifying housing opportunities, inclusive of rental options. That these
should be well-located, near to areas with
job opportunities, is vital if we are to redress
apartheid planning. As noted by SERI in 2016:
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Recent data released by the City of Cape
Town on current city-owned rental stock111
matches the spatial trends of affordable
housing provision in the City (See Figure 14).
This indicates that most existing city-owned
rental stock is concentrated on the Cape Flats
and historically Black and Coloured townships, far from established economic corridors. This is contrary to a Rental Housing
Strategy for the Province, set in motion in
2010, that called for “sustainable, integrated
communities”.112

“The National Housing Programme has the
potential to make a significant contribution
to undoing spatial mismatch, were it to be
based on city densification and intensive
development, rather than extensive development which by design will increase
urban sprawl. In this context we conclude
that housing mega-projects and new towns
development should be opposed, both
because the spatial form they envision is
undesirable, and because they are likely to
fail and entrench peripheral housing for
poor and black people.”
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Much of existing government-owned rental
stock consists of CRU units – an estimated
70,000 – which include inherited hostel
rooms built during apartheid.113 In 2010, the
Province noted that CRU projects approved
for the City largely involved the refurbishment
of existing flats rather than the construction
of new developments.114 Furthermore, poor
management and maintenance issues have
maligned the projects. Crucially, the provision
of such stock has persisted in former apartheid
townships - thus not contributing to urban
restructuring and spatial integration.115
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As observed above, Human Settlements
Policy currently over-emphasises the asset-based potential of ownership housing to
exit poverty. A more important poverty-reducing objective would be to contribute to reversing the jobs/housing mismatch prevalent
in South Africa’s cities.108 Again, it is important
to emphasise that this is what Social Housing
seeks to do.
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Much of Cape Town is polycentric with
multiple nodes of varying size scattered across
the metro. The three biggest nodes (Cape
Town, CBD, Bellville CBD, and Claremont
CBD), which are connected by two economic
corridors, are in former Whites-only areas and
form an arc around the Cape Flats. And yet,
as Figure 13 illustrates, most new affordable
housing is being built on the periphery of
these CBDs – and never within them.
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Development Indicator 28 from the 2014
Development Indicators109 (National Government’s medium-term strategic document)
commits to: “meeting housing needs of the
poor by creating sustainable human settlements and improving the quality of life for all
residents.” It notes the importance of rental
housing, calling for “a renewed emphasis on
rental housing (some 21.6 % of the population rent and, of those, 713,000 households
stay and/or rent in both formal and informal
backyard dwellings) into the broader housing
delivery systems, to enable better socio-economic integration of settlements in South
African towns and cities.”110
26

Figure 14: Existing state-owned rental stock in Cape Town, 2016

Figure 15: Inner-city Cape Town: CBD and neighbouring suburbs
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Displacement on a larger scale is happening
at the few well-located, bigger provincially
owned rental housing schemes. Residents of
De Waal Drive, Naruna Estate and Sandrift
are currently under threat of eviction by the
Provincial DHS which, without public participation, has changed the qualification criteria
for their rental units.

The Gap - No housing opportunities in the
inner city
139

While government has failed to build affordable rental housing in the inner city and
surrounding areas, it is also true that existing
government-owned rental units and their
tenants are under threat. Working-class communities are increasingly being pushed out of
well-located rental stock in suburbs like the
City Bowl, Plumstead and Zonnebloem (District 6) where they have lived for decades.

Conclusion
145

Housing delivery is much lower than
demand across all three spheres of government. Subsidised housing opportunities
are situated far away from economic hubs.
This is particularly the case in Cape Town,
where apartheid spatial planning persists to an
astonishing degree. The current distribution of
subsidised housing at the periphery also exacerbates spatial mismatch, forcing low-income
families to spend their limited resources on
transport in order to travel to and from work.
As a result, these people are stuck in a cycle
in poverty despite the subsidised housing
provided to them. It should be logical for low
income housing to be well-located, closer to
economic hubs. Government is failing dismally in achieving these ends.
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These regressive steps were exemplified by
the Wynyard Mansions evictions in 2012.
Wynyard Mansions is located on the Tafelberg
school site in Sea Point. The Provincial Department of Human Settlements (DHS) relocated a number of families who were living
in these flats, to areas such as Sanddrift and
Plumstead.116
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Wynyard Mansions evictee Aubrey Brown,
who spoke to the Cape Times in 2012, stated
that the only reason given for the evictions
was that the 12-unit block was to be used for
“official purposes”.117 The building has been
vacant ever since,118 leading one to question
whether the tenants were evicted so that the
site could be sold before an official decision
was made regarding the future of the Tafelberg
site.
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Preliminary research by Ndifuna Ukwazi
(NU) has found this trend to be most pervasive with stand-alone council units that do
not sit in distinct developments but instead are
‘scattered’ in-between privately owned houses.
These houses were built primarily for poor
and work-class whites by the previous government in well-located, former Whites-only
areas. They now lie in upmarket suburbs and
are extremely valuable.
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These units have been prone to mismanagement; because of their scale, they are
not institutionally managed. Left to fall into
disrepair, they are later put on the market
and sold off. When sold their social value is
lost forever, with no evidence that the money
made from the sales is ever used for affordable
housing.
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Social Housing Track Record in Cape Town
households with good-quality and affordable
rental housing opportunities in well-located
parts of South African cities.123

Introduction
146

Social housing – which supports integrated
settlements within existing urban areas
through densification and infill – is the most
appropriate mechanism for ensuring urban
restructuring and addressing spatial injustice.
This section focuses on the suitability of the
Social Housing Programme (SHP) as well as
the track record of delivery in Cape Town. It
concludes by underscoring the importance of
location in the facilitation of cross-subsidisation in social housing as well as its improved
delivery.
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There are two primary objectives of social
housing:
• Restructuring South African society in
order to address the structural, economic,
social and spatial segregation that came
with the apartheid legacy;
• Improve the housing sector by contributing
to the range of housing options available to
the poor. 124
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In order to meet the first primary objective,
National Government disburses the Restructuring Capital Grant (RCG) through the
Social Housing Regulatory Authority (SHRA).
However, the RCG can only be granted in
areas that fall within Restructuring Zones
(RZs), unless the National Minister declares
the project in question a ‘mega project’. According to the National Restructuring Zone
Guidelines, nodes and corridors are suitable
as RZs due to their proximity to job opportunities and consumption opportunities.125

An appropriate tool
Social rental housing is spatially targeted
147

Globally, social housing is used as a blanket
term to refer to subsidised housing in general.
In South Africa, social housing is a specific
National Housing Programme in terms of
the Housing Act (1997)119 and is governed
by the Social Housing Act120 and its Regulations.121 Social housing is a distinct housing
programme, separate from the other types of
subsidised housing programmes defined in the
National Housing Code.

The use of Restructuring Zones
152

RZs are defined as ‘geographic areas identified for targeted investment based on the
need for social, spatial and economic restructuring of the areas.’126 The Draft Restructuring
Guidelines127 state that RZs are intended as
one of several instruments to pursue the restructuring of South African cities.
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Social housing refers to high-quality and
well-located subsidised rental housing
managed by viable sustainable, independent
institutions on participatory management
principles. It is aimed at providing rent to
low-to-moderate-income families, earning between R1,500-R7,500 p/m. These rental units
are not available as rent-to-buy.122
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The Social Housing Programme is the only
government housing programme with a clear
urban restructuring mandate. It is the only
spatially targeted housing policy in South
Africa which explicitly aims to redress the old
apartheid spatial inequities and segregation.
It professes to do so by providing low- and
moderate-income, previously disadvantaged
29

The use of RZs clearly displays a commitment to social housing and urban restructuring. It signals an attempt to move away
from housing interventions that entrench
the spatial status quo. RZs are identified as
specific spatial areas in key municipalities,
including all metros, major cities and small
cities.128 They must first be approved by the
Municipal Council, then by the Provincial
MEC and the National Minister. All current
Restructuring Zones are gazetted.129 Once RZs
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The Social Housing Policy puts an emphasis
on the construction of quality structures for
social housing. It is on these grounds that a
unit is estimated to provide housing for an
average of five-to-six different households
during its lifetime. As rental accommodation,
it allows for families to move out if / when
they are can afford bigger and more expensive
rental opportunities or home purchase opportunities. This leaves rental opportunities for
other families, perpetually under the management of SHIs. The affordability of these
units is thus bound in perpetuity by legislation.

are identified,130 within them Social Housing
Institutions (SHIs) can apply for government
funding for social housing.
154

Aimed at well-located land where densification is desirable, social housing tends to
produce medium-density housing, usually
around three-to-four storeys high.131 Receiving
rental income, and with relatively higher
grants per unit compared with other housing
programmes, social housing is one of the few
housing programmes capable of overcoming
the costs associated with well-located areas
and higher-density building.132 It is thus a strategic tool for addressing the peripheralisation
of sprawling low-cost housing.133

Cross-subsidisation

Investing to ensure perpetual affordability

159

Another unique aspect of social housing,
which improves its financial viability, is the
concept of cross-subsidisation. This occurs
in two ways: internally, as the higher-income
residents (secondary target market) pay higher
rents that partly cover the maintenance costs
of the lower-income households (primary
target market) who pay less; and also through
the construction of market residential units,
commercial or retail space onsite. The proceeds of the sale or rental of these facilities
provide income that can be used to cover
some of the debt services costs. They can also
go towards the payment of land or the direct
coverage of maintenance costs. One recent
example of this is the Drommedaris Social
housing project by Communicare, which has
small-scale retail space on-site.
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As a programme for state-subsidised affordable rental, social housing is unique not
only in terms of its focus on urban restructuring, but also in its ability to leverage private
equity from:
• the SHI;
• private developers if commissioned into
partnerships;
• rent paid by beneficiaries; and
• its lifespan as an affordable housing option.
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Social housing projects are built at a level
of scale and form which requires institutionalised management, provided by accredited
SHIs in non-profit social housing projects.134
The SHI uses a combination of its own equity,
government grants and debt funding. The rent
received by the SHI is used to cover maintenance costs of the social housing project
as well as service the debt incurred owing to
construction.
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Cross-subsidisation can also be done off-site,
where money is received from other properties, such as mature social housing projects
with their debts paid off or from the rental
or sale of market residential units. This is the
social enterprise funding model employed by
Communicare.135

157

In the event that supplementary finances
and expertise are needed, the Social Housing
Policy provides for a partnership, bound by
legislation and contract, with a private developer. After construction, ownership and
management of the social housing lies with
the SHI, which in turn takes pressure off the
limited state capacity to manage rental stock.
30

Delivery of Social Housing
161

According to the National DHS’s Annual
Report,136 2,053 social housing units from a
total of 11,407 rental housing opportunities
were provided nationally in 2014/2015, while
3,480 social housing units from a total of
12,097 were delivered in 2015/2016.

Figure 16: Spatial distribution of the RCG for
Social Housing across South Africa137
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Social housing, as purposeful well-located
housing, thus constitutes only about 2% of
total housing opportunities provided by
Human Settlements across the country in
2014/2016 and 3% in 2015/2016. This is negligible and shows stunted growth of the Social
Housing Sector since its inception in 2008.
This is unacceptable.

state funded social housing rental and rentto-buy units were provided.”140 In 2014/2015,
only 2,053 social housing units were built,
and in 2015/2016 only 3,480 units were built
nationally.141
167

In Cape Town, according to recent NASHO
records, there are currently 4,485 social
housing units under management;142 however,
approximately 3,000 of these were built by
Communicare prior to 1994.143 This suggests
that since the onset of the post-apartheid SHP,
only 1,485 social housing units have been
built in Cape Town. The current rate of social
housing development is thus low relative to
other housing programmes.144
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An analysis of the national distribution of
the RCG has shown that, although broadly
well-located, SHIs have not constructed a high
proportion of developments directly in CBDs
due to the cost of land.
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In 2013 nationally, only 15% of social
housing using the RCG had been built in the
CBDs. However, 29% of RCG spending has
been in inner suburbs while the bulk has been
spent in the outer suburbs. Rather than being
built directly in CBDs, This is partly owing to
the government’s unwillingness to release the
best-located land to SHIs.138
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Of all these newly built units, 1,019 units are
located close to transport nodes and accessible socioeconomic nodes. These include
the Bothasig Projects, Drommedaris Project,
Steenvillas and Scottsdene developments.145

165
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Social housing in Cape Town
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The abovementioned well-located social
housing is a direct consequence of post-2008
legislation which targets housing in RZs, with
the explicit intention of improving urban
integration. They are the only state-subsidised
housing developments built in Cape Town that
break with historical and continuing patterns
of housing provision that sustain spatial segregation. And yet it is still telling that none is
located within the existing CBDs of Belville,
Claremont or Cape Town.

Another challenge encountered by SHIs is
the unavailability of suitable land. Options
are limited owing to competition with private
developers. Social housing and affordable
housing as a whole should be prioritised by
local and provincial governments. Because
social housing is not considered a driver or
major player in urban regeneration and restructuring, certain urban regeneration initiatives also sideline affordable housing.139

Although the CBD, Salt River and Woodstock all fall under a Restructuring Zone, there
have been no social housing developments
built within or near to inner city Cape Town,
146
despite plans dating back to 2008.147 This
differs significantly from elsewhere in South
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The 2014 PSDF acknowledges historic and
on-going failures in the delivery of social
housing, stating that: “The gap in the property
market is not being addressed, and affordable
rental housing is not being delivered. In the
Western Cape, by 2014, fewer than 2,500 new
31

Africa, where social housing is being built in
the inner cities of Johannesburg, Tshwane and
eThekwini.

application had been received from the
City and Provincial DHS to use Woodstock
Hospital for social housing.152 Brett Herron,
the City’s Mayoral Committee Member of
Transport and Urban Development, has also
recently said that social housing projects
are planned for Woodstock/Salt River in six
different locations. These recent promises to
build Social Housing projects in the area come
almost a decade after they were first planned,
and still lack decisive timelines.
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In 2008, proposed social housing developments for Woodstock were expected to yield
over 3,000 units, with completion expected
in 2009 and 2011.148 A planned development
in the Bo-Kaap’s Military Road had a yield
expectation of close to 900 units. Three developments (Bo-Kaap, Dillon Lane and Pine
Road) were included in the Province’s proposed expansion of rental housing in its 2010
five-year Rental Housing Strategy.149 Other
social housing proposed for completion by
2014 included two District Six developments.
This would likely have yielded over 500 social
housing units in inner city Cape Town.
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Other promises to build affordable housing
in the inner city were made in relation to the
Government Garage precinct properties in
2013.153 This has been similarly characterised
by inaction. Instead, it was included in the
WCG’s Regeneration Programme Property
Investment Portfolio which invited parties to
submit offers for disposal via an expression of
interest.
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Damningly, despite a decade of commitments, the inner city remains devoid of affordable housing options, despite the inner
city experiencing considerable property
development and growth in recent years. The
DTPW has not even reserved land for social
housing in the inner city.150 Instead, its approach has been to leverage land assets for
income and to attract market-rate residential
and commercial development. The management of the Tafelberg site and the Woodstock Hospital site are both illustrative of this.

Conclusion
177

There is logic to focusing on the inner city
first. Cape Town’s CBD alone (only 1,6km²)
accounts for over 25% of the entire metro’s
economy and is the place of work for 30% of
Cape Town’s workforce.154 The surrounding
suburbs, like Sea Point, have ample access
to economic and social opportunities. These
were intentionally created as racially exclusive
spaces.
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The Woodstock Hospital site was recognised
in the 2002 Woodstock/Salt River Urban Regeneration Plan as an under-utilised site with
potential for housing and other community
uses. In 2012, after NASHO earmarked the
site, along with Tafelberg, as ideal for social
housing, it conducted a feasibility study.151
This study showed that Woodstock Hospital
could yield over 500 social housing units.
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An individual’s life and wellbeing can
flourish in spaces which allow for access to
opportunities155 and facilitate inter-generational upward mobility. Such spaces have the
power to increase the tax base, support social
cohesion, ease traffic congestion and create
stronger local economies.
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Despite support for social housing on the
site from Human Settlements in Provincial
and Local Government, the DTPW did not
transfer the land to Human Settlements for
social housing. To date, the site has remained
under-utilised. In 2016, a feasibility study was
again conducted, drawing significantly on the
2012 study. Again, it reiterated the possibility
of building social housing on the site.
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The DTPW noted recently that an
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Based on this rationale, Reclaim the City has
chosen as the spatial footprint for its campaign the central city and its surrounds – an
area that stretches along the Victoria Road
economic corridor to Salt River in the east
and along the Main Road economic corridor
to Sea Point in the west. And yet, beyond the
inner city, there are other established economic nodes such as Bellville and Claremont
where the struggle for well-located housing

also needs to take place.
180

Social housing is pertinent to urban restructuring in South African cities. The success
of such housing relies on the state and SHIs
having access to, and effectively utilising,
well-located urban land.156 The South African government, as well as parastatals, hold
substantial land assets across the country.157
How this land is used will be decisive in determining whether social housing will be an
effective tool for urban restructuring.
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As mentioned in various policy documents,
social housing is noteworthy a tool that
resonates with National158, Provincial159 and
local policy.160 Intrinsically linked to this are
the many policy documents, including the
Social Housing Policy, which speak to the
importance and need for effective utilisation
of well-located, state-owned land for this
purpose.
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As evidenced above, this is not happening
– and the problem evidently begins with the
government’s lack of political will in refusing
to release available public land for social
housing.
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Obligations: the Constitution, Law and Policy
188

Access to housing must be based on
measures that achieve equality164 on the basis
of race, gender, class and age. The current
housing situation in Sea Point, like most
central suburbs, violates these rights in at least
two ways:

Introduction
183

Rooted in the Constitution, numerous legislative and policy instruments have been put in
place to address South Africa’s housing crisis
and tackle the issues of spatial segregation
and injustice. These laws and policies place an
obligation on the three spheres of government
to manage and utilise their infrastructure and
immovable asset portfolios in the appropriate
manner.

• The squalid condition of the so-called
‘domestic quarters’ of domestic workers,
security guards and other groups of Black
and Coloured workers; and
• The long distances travelled by the majority
of workers in Sea Point.

184

This section sets out the various constitutional, legal, policy and international instruments which obligate the Premier and her
Cabinet to address spatial injustice using
well-located public land like Tafelberg. It also
lays bare several examples of how these obligations have already been violated.
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Access to housing and equality intersects
with the use of well-located public through
the principle of spatial justice. Access to land
through the appropriate housing mechanism
promotes dignity, freedom and security of the
person and of privacy.165

The Constitution of the Republic of
South Africa

190

Well-located public land used to redress
spatial inequality and violence will ensure a
healthy environment that promotes individual
and household wellbeing.166 In addition, using
a site such as Tafelberg for social objectives
will help protect the environment for future
generations through ecologically sustainable
urban planning.

185

In its preamble, the Constitution of the
Republic of South Africa highlights the need
to “heal the divisions of the past and establish
a society based on democratic values, social
justice and fundamental human rights.”161

186

In schedule 6 of the Constitution, under the
sub-heading National Unity and Reconciliation, South Africa is encouraged to build
a bridge between a history characterised by
division, suffering and injustice, and a future
founded on the recognition of human rights,
democracy and development opportunities for
all South Africans. This should be the centre
of any decision which will materially shape the
future of any South African city.162
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The Premier and her Cabinet are obliged
to implement land reform measures that
ensure equitable access for black African
and Coloured working class communities on
well-located public land. This will also assist
with the realisation of security of tenure.167
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Well-located land must be used to assist
in the realisation of the right to adequate
housing168 and the principle of spatial justice is
known to improve access to health and education outcomes, as well as inter-generational
wealth creation. In our view, using this land
to realise rights constitutes reasonable legislative and other measures, within the available
resources of the Provincial Government.
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The Constitution and the Bill of Rights requires the Premier and her Cabinet to “respect, protect, promote and fulfil” the rights
and duties contained in law and policy. The
Constitution also requires all obligations in
terms of housing, land reform and spatial
justice to be fulfilled diligently and without
delay.163
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The sale of well-located public land like Tafelberg offends s195 of the Constitution, which

34

that the holding of property also carries
with it a social obligation not to harm the
public good. The function that the protection of holding property must thus,
broadly, serve is the attainment of this
socially-situated individual self-fulfilment.
The function of personal self-fulfilment
in this sense is not primarily to advance
economic wealth maximisation or the
satisfaction of individual preferences, but
to secure living a life of dignity in recognition of the dignity of others. And where
the holding of property is related to the
exercise, protection or advancement of particular individual rights under the Bill of
Rights, the level of the protection afforded
to that holding will be stronger than where
no relation of that kind exists.”

requires the Premier and her Cabinet (through
the DTPW) to act ethically, efficiently and
in an economically justifiable manner. The
Tafelberg sale has also undermined the development objectives of the state.
194

Province has also displayed a lack of
openness and accountability. This led to a
court intervention on behalf of poor and
working-class people. Adopting a socially
appropriate outcome will build racial, class
and gender cohesion in a time of deepening
inequalities and heightening tensions. The
situation presents a unique opportunity to
rebuild trust between the people affected and
all organs of state.
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The rights to access land and housing, and
the state’s corresponding obligations, must be
interpreted and understood in their social and
historical context.

National Law and Policy
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The Constitutional Court (ConCourt) in the
case of Grootboom made it clear that the state’s
duty to take reasonable legislative and other
measures to achieve the progressive realisation
of the right of access to housing. This includes
the obligations to:

Government Immovable Asset Management Act,
No. 19 of 2007
199

With regard to asset management and the
meeting of service delivery objectives, the
Government Immovable Asset Management
Act (GIAMA) provides for:

• formulate reasonable programmes designed
to achieve the objective; and

“…a uniform framework for the management of an immovable asset that is held
or used by a national or provincial department; to ensure the coordination of the
use of an immovable asset with the service
delivery objectives of a national or provincial department; to provide for issuing
of guidelines and minimum standards in
respect of immovable asset management by
a national or provincial department; and to
provide for matters incidental thereto.”170

• implement those programmes reasonably.
The same principles must apply to the right to
gain access to land on an equitable basis.
197

In this same case, the ConCourt also endorsed the view of the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights that “retrogressive measures” should not be taken
without justification. These are measures
which, for example, cut back on housing programmes.
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The objective of the GIAMA is inter alia
to: promote accountability and transparency
within government; ensure effective immovable asset management within government; ensure coordination of the use of
immovable assets with service delivery objects
of a national or provincial department; and
the efficient utilisation of immovable assets.
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In the Shoprite case,169 the ConCourt also
held that private property, and by extension
public property, should serve the public good:
“The fundamental values of dignity, equality
and freedom necessitate a conception of
property that allows, on the one hand, for
individual self-fulfilment in the holding of
property, and, on the other, the recognition

201
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The GIAMA places a duty on government to

206

use its immovable assets efficiently, and that
they only become surplus to a user if they do
not support governments service delivery objectives. “A custodian may dispose of a surplus
immovable asset:

SPLUMA’s preamble acknowledges that:

“Many people in South Africa continue to
live and work in places defined and influenced by past spatial planning and land use
laws and practices which were based on —
racial inequality; segregation; and unsustainable settlement patterns.”174

(a) by the allocation of that immovable asset
to another user; or
(b) subject to the State Land Disposal Act,
1961…”171
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Therefore to address these imbalances,
SPLUMA adopts, amongst others, the principles of ‘spatial justice’ and ‘spatial sustainability’.
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However, in deciding which option to follow,
government is obliged to take into account
whether the immovable asset can be used:
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With regard to ‘spatial justice’, SPLUMA
states inter alia that:

• by another user, such as a national or provincial department or jointly by different
users;

• past spatial and other development imbalances must be redressed through improved
access to and use of land;

• in relation to social development initiatives
of government; and

• spatial planning mechanisms, including
land use schemes, must incorporate provisions that enable redress in access to land by
disadvantaged communities and persons.

• in relation to government’s socio-economic
objectives, including land reform, black
economic empowerment, alleviation of
poverty, job creation and the redistribution
of wealth.172
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The principle of ‘spatial sustainability’ includes inter alia that spatial planning and land
use management systems must:
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Yet, in the case the Tafelberg, despite the
Western Cape DHS confirming that it needed
the site, the Western Cape DTPW issued a call
for expressions of interest, in terms of which
it proposed disposing of the Tafelberg site to
prospective investors through a commercial
use structure.173

• promote and stimulate the effective and
equitable functioning of land markets;
• consider all current and future costs to all
parties for the provision of infrastructure
and social services in land developments;
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In terms of GIAMA, there can be little
doubt that the Premier and Cabinet, through
the DTPW, failed to apply their minds in a
rational and/or reasonable manner when
making this decision.

• promote land development in locations that
are sustainable and limit urban sprawl;
• result in communities that are viable.
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The disposal of the Tafelberg site by the Department of Public Works to the private sector
for private interests further perpetuates the
inequality and spatial segregation that is dominant in Cape Town. The sale of the site is also
inconsistent and in conflict with the principles
of spatial planning, land development and
land use management contained in SPLUMA.

Spatial Planning and Land Use Management
Act, No. 16 of 2013
205

The adoption of the Spatial Planning and
Land Use Management Act, 16 of 2013
(SPLUMA) is a significant step in advancing
spatial transformation. It focuses on a set of
progressive development principles which
must apply to spatial planning, development
and land use management at all levels of government.
36
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accommodation. In addition to this, the NDP
emphasizes the unlocking of well-located land,
especially state-owned land, for affordable
housing.

National, provincial and local spheres of
government are obligated to ensure that these
development principles are translated into
achievable, contextualised spatial outcomes
and plans.
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The NDP acknowledges the failure of government to identify and address the importance of rental accommodation across income
bands. It recognises this failure to be partly
a symptom of limited incentives for public
and private stakeholders to invest in rental
housing, and partly a result of government’s
inadequate operational capacity in managing
rental stock. The NDP calls for a multi-segmented social-rental housing programme to
revitalise depressed property markets including the lower-end rental market.

National Development Plan, 2011
212

Currently at the helm of policy directives at
all levels of government in South Africa is the
National Development Plan 2030 (NDP). The
NDP cites exclusive urban spatial patterns
as one of the nine primary challenges facing
South Africa, noting that:
“South Africa’s towns and cities are highly
fragmented, imposing high costs on households and the economy. Since 1994, densities have increased in some urban areas
and there has been partial regeneration of
inner cities, but, overall, little progress has
been made in reversing apartheid geography, and in some cases the divides have
been exacerbated.”175

The National Housing Code, 2009
216

In 2004, the President referred to “a comprehensive (housing) programme dealing with
human settlement and social infrastructure,
including rental-housing stock for the poor.”177
He also highlighted the need to address “the
broader question of spatial settlement patterns
and implications of this in our efforts to build
a non-racial society.”178
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The NDP’s vision for South Africa’s future
human settlements states that:
“By 2050, South Africa will no longer have:
poverty traps in rural areas and urban
townships; workers isolated on the periphery of cities; inner cities controlled
by slumlords and crime; sterile suburbs
with homes surrounded by high walls
and electric fences; households spending
30% or more of their time, energy and
money on daily commuting; decaying
infrastructure with power blackouts,
undrinkable water, potholes and blocked
sewers; violent protests; gridlocked roads
and unreliable public transport; new public
housing in barren urban landscapes; new
private investment creating exclusive enclaves for the rich...”176
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The Housing Code of 2009 states that social
housing has proven to contribute meaningfully to this type of urban regeneration. It
meets three vital objectives: good location,
integration and viability. In addition, the Code
states that social housing has shown it can implement not only successful developments of
new housing, but also the management of that
rental housing stock, contributing to social
integration, social stabilisation, and crime reduction. Social housing contributes to Human
Settlements’ delivery objectives as well as the
wider national goals of promoting “citizenship,
democracy and good governance”.179
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In order to achieve spatial restructuring
and integration, the Housing Code calls for
more intervention in the land market. The
Department of Human Settlements’ Breaking
New Ground180 proposes the following:
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The NDP proposes a new urban development strategy that breaks apartheid spatial
patterns and integrates “residential and
commercial hubs in our cities and towns,”
promoting mixed-use development. It emphasises the need for increased social housing
delivery and inducements on affordable rental

37

• Accessing well-located state-owned and
parastatal land: This strategy is to release well-located public land for housing

Province pertaining to provincial planning,
regional planning and development ... and
to regulate provincial development management… to provide for land use planning
principles.”181

development;
• Acquisition of well-located private land
for housing development: A plan will be
developed together with the Department
of Rural Development and Land Reform to
finance and guide the acquisition of private
land for housing. Private land will only
be acquired where there is no appropriate
state-owned land.

222

The land use planning principles set out in
Chapter 6 of the LUPA apply to all organs of
state responsible for the implementation of
legislation that regulates the utilisation and
development of land, and that guide:

Integrated Urban Development Framework,
2016

“(a) the preparation, adoption and implementation of a spatial development
framework or zoning scheme and of any
policy or law concerning land use planning;
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The Integrated Urban Development
Framework (IUDF) is a more recent policy
document coordinated by the Department of
Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs (COGTA). Like its antecedents, the IUDF
problematizes the lack of sufficient social
and rental housing for the lower end of the
market, especially well-located land with good
access to socio-economic opportunities. It also
acknowledges the need for diverse dwelling
forms and sufficient affordable housing options across all tenures in order to accommodate people during different stages of life.

(b) any steps to ensure sustainable development;
(c) the consideration by a competent authority in terms of this Act and any other
relevant authority of an application that
impacts on the utilisation and development
of land; and
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(d) the performance of a function in terms
of this Act or other legislation regulating
land use planning.”182

Another spatial challenge acknowledged to
be hindering integrated urban development
is the location of new housing projects, including rental housing. The IUDF speaks to
the importance of the renewal and redevelopment of inner-city areas with a focus on
providing affordable housing. It appears to
recognise that as much as government should
attract private investment in the regeneration
of the inner city, there must also be a programme to protect the poor residents from
displacement and exclusion. This is pertinent
given that – as mentioned previously – the
UDZ did not sufficiently prioritise affordable
housing.
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With regard to spatial sustainability, LUPA
adds that: “development should be principle-driven and should prioritise long-term
social, economic and environmental benefits
over short-term benefits.”183 In other words,
LUPA supports a long-term approach to land
use and development which aims to correct
“historically distorted spatial patterns of settlement”.184
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The Department contradicted LUPA by
taking a short-term approach based exclusively on the economic potential of the Tafelberg site.

Provincial Law and Policy
Western Cape Land Use Planning Act
221

The Western Cape Land Use Planning Act
(LUPA) was enacted in 2014 to give effect
to the new SPLUMA national legislation
and inter alia “consolidate legislation in the
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ecosystems.”187
• Efficiency, noting that attention should be
given to “compaction as opposed to sprawl;
mixed-use as opposed to mono-functional
land uses; residential areas close to work
opportunities as opposed to dormitory settlement; and promotion of public transport
over car use”.188

Western Cape Provincial Strategic Plan, 20142019
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The Western Cape Provincial Strategic Plan
2014-2019 has five strategic focus objectives.
Two of these echo the points mentioned in the
NDP:

• Accessibility, noting that a focus should be
on “improving access to service, facilities
and employment, and safe and efficient
transport modes.”189

Goal 4: 	Enabling a resilient, sustainable,
quality and inclusive living environment; and
Goal 5: 	Embedding good governance and
integrated service delivery through partnerships and spatial alignment.

• Quality and Liveability with a focus on
“liveable settlements (that) balance individual and community facilities”.190
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With regard to the Province’s Strategic Goal
4, the Province acknowledges the need to
address the “serious inefficiencies in the functioning of its human settlements, especially
the lingering spatial inequalities that persist
as a legacy of apartheid planning and development”.185
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The PSDF makes several comments and
prescriptions on future land use and affordable
housing strategies. Of particular significance
for the Tafelberg site – and other publicly
owned well-located land parcels – are the following passages:

Western Cape Provincial Spatial Development
Framework, 2014

• “Exclusionary land markets mitigate against
spatial integration of socio-economic
groups and limit affordable housing on
well-located land. At the same time, government sits on well-located under-utilized
land and buildings”;191
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Against this backdrop, in March 2014 the
WCG adopted the PSDF, which provides a
shared spatial development vision for both
public and private sectors, and serves as a
guide to all sectoral considerations with regard
to space and place.

• “Given the complexity and risks of changing
current spatial patterns, the default position
is to revert to business as usual. Politicians,
the private sector, and spatial planners have
different agendas and resultant timelines.
Political decision-making often contradicts
stated spatial policies.”192
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The PSDF is intended to align spatial plans,
housing policies, environmental plans, and development strategies of national government,
provincial departments, and municipalities.
Its guiding principles include commitments
to:
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The Province admits spatial transformation is
an economic, social and environmental imperative for the WCG

• Spatial justice, noting that: “Past spatial
and other development imbalances should
be redressed through improved access to
and use of land by disadvantaged communities.”186
• Sustainability and resilience, noting that:
“Land development should be spatially
compact, resource-frugal, compatible
with cultural and scenic landscapes, and
should not involve the conversion of high
potential agricultural land or compromise
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The PSDF, along with the Provincial Growth
Strategy, assists the development of sustainable
integrated human settlements through the
application of transversal long-term planning
based on rigorous spatial analysis. The Province’s plan for densification and integration is
social housing in RZs.
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Furthermore, in the PSDF the WCG admits
that overcrowding is widespread in in the

province due to limited accommodation
choices, especially rental options.

Local Government Law and Policy
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City of Cape Town Spatial Development
Framework

It acknowledges the need to attract the
private sector in the development of rental and
gap housing markets; also noting that the gap
in the property market is not being addressed
and that affordable rental housing is not
being adequately delivered, both in terms of
scale and location. The PDSF recognises that
sprawling housing developments on the outskirts of urban areas are inefficient and more
costly in the long-term, both for households
and government.
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Spatial development in Cape Town is also
informed by the City’s 2012 Spatial Development Framework (SDF). It is worth highlighting the objectives shared by the SDF
and the PSDF with regard to land use and
affordable housing.
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According to the SDF, in order to redress imbalances in the distribution of different types
of residential development and avoid creating
new imbalances, the City should:

Provincial Economic Review and Outlook, 2016
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The central theme of the 2016 Provincial
Economic Review and Outlook (PERO)193 is
‘inclusive growth within a weaker global and
national economic environment’. The document envisions a shift towards an inclusive
growth and development trajectory as a means
to growing the economy and creating jobs.

• promote a greater mix of market-driven,
gap and subsidised housing developments
in as many neighbourhoods as possible;
• avoid making decisions regarding the
affordability of land for subsidised, rental,
social and gap housing programmes and
projects on the basis of price alone. The
short-term and long-term capital and
recurrent operating costs/savings incurred
by the beneficiaries and the relevant City
departments must be factored into the calculation of the price of land development;
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Drawing on the work of economist Mariana
Mazzucato, PERO finds that a “[b]etter way
of evaluating a given investment would be to
consider the different types of ‘spillovers’ …
These projects may act as catalysts of economic development and growth by empowering tenants and homeowners to live and
work in centrally-located hubs rather than
commuting from the outskirts.”194

• adopt a spatial fair-share approach to the
identification of land and/or housing opportunities for subsidised and gap housing;
• where appropriate, use publicly and SOEowned infill sites to help reconfigure the
distribution of land uses and people; and
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The document emphasises the need for
affordable housing and new job opportunities
in inner-city Cape Town: “Construction worth
almost R8 billion is expected to take place
in the Cape Town CBD alone over the next
five years. However, growth in the residential
property market could slow down in line with
the national experience, albeit not to the same
degree. The availability of affordable housing
and the creation of job opportunities will have
to improve for current high growth rates to be
sustained over the longer run.”195

• increase low-income earners’ access to affordable housing that is located close to the
city’s economic opportunities. 196
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It is notable that the SDF promotes the use
of well-located state-owned land for urban
restructuring, and that it aspires to increase
affordable housing close to the city’s economic
opportunities. Furthermore, it notes that a
broader definition of “affordability” (which
takes into account the long-term costs and
savings for both people and the City) should
be carefully considered when decisions are
made about housing programmes.
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Policy 37 of the SDF calls for public-private
partnerships to accelerate integrated housing
development. This requires the identification
of “publicly owned land that can be used for
housing projects, which will be executed in
partnership with the private sector. Projects
should provide for socio-economically integrated communities in a similar ratio of
income distribution to the municipality as a
whole”.197

City of Cape Town’s Integrated Development
Plan
241

The City’s Integrated Development Plan
(IDP) emphasises the principles of an integrated, inclusive city. It speaks to the need for
densification, and reducing sprawl.
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And yet, despite these policy imperatives, the
2016/2017 IDP review shows that government
housing that is either planned or under
construction continues to happen almost
exclusively in peripheral former Black and
Coloured areas.

Conclusion
243

When taken together, the Constitution and
the legal and policy frameworks demonstrate
that it is the duty of the Province to revoke the
“decision” to dispose of the Tafelberg site as
surplus; resile the sale to Phyllis Jowell Jewish
Day School; and implement a housing programme on the site within a clearly specified
timeframe.
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Sea Point: The Need For Affordable Housing
and Indians. Sea Point was proclaimed a
‘white area’, and the Coloured residents of
Tramway, who were now “disqualified” from
the suburb, were given two years to vacate
their homes. These Sea Point families constituted one of the largest groups of disqualified
people and they were among the first stable
communities in Cape Town to be forcibly
removed under the Act.199

introduction
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Social Housing on the Tafelberg site in Sea
Point presents an opportunity to set a new trajectory for spatial restructuring in Cape Town.
Sea Point is emblematic of the deep-seated
inequalities in South Africa’s cities. It is among
the most well-resourced, safe, vibrant and
accessible of Cape Town’s neighbourhoods.
It is a walkable neighbourhood, where shops
flank high-rise apartments and the seaside
promenade attracts visitors from across the
city. Beneath all of this is a history of forced
removals, live-in domestic labour and an
increasingly unaffordable and exclusionary
property market.
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The effect this had on the affected families
was devastating. Removed residents cited
hardships like not being able to attend their
church, and having to deal with harsh weather
and environmental conditions on the Cape
Flats, where it was difficult to grow vegetables
in the soil.200 Other families were broken up,
with the men forced to leave their new, alternative homes in order to move closer to their
places of work.
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Affordable state-subsidised housing in Sea
Point is needed to address a pressing demand
and severe gap in the current market. This
need would be best served by social housing,
with its possibilities for high-density housing
that can capitalise on the location of the land
to cross-subsidise affordable housing. In an
area with high property values, the Tafelberg
site as a state land asset is the only way to
realise affordable housing in the area. The site
must be leveraged to set a much-needed precedent for spatial justice.
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In November 1959, Frederick Mitchell, a
Tramway resident, was found hanging from
a tree after taking his own life. Mitchell had
lived in the Tramway area in Sea Point for over
30 years and worked as a driver for the Union.
Newspaper reports suggest that the impending
removals had led him to commit suicide.201
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In 2001, the former residents of Tramway
and their descendants made a successful
application for land restitution. However, due
to a lack of support from government, the
claimants did not have the capacity to develop
the land. Residents ended up having to sell the
land to pay off the debt they owed to Investec
Bank for a failed development.

Affordable housing in Sea Point
Forced removals and failed restitution
246

During the late 1950s and early 1960s, the
apartheid government moved Coloured working-class people from Sea Point Tramway to
under-resourced townships on Cape Town’s
periphery. Initially the state decided that it
was not obliged to provide alternative accommodation for the evictees; yet they quickly
backtracked owing to the severe shortage of
housing at the time.198
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Seven years after the Group Areas Act had
been passed, Cape Town was carved up into
separate areas for Whites, Blacks, Coloureds
42

Tramway is indicative of the failure of
current restitution cases in Cape Town’s
well-located urban areas. The land is now
being transformed into one of the most
expensive high-end developments202 in the
history of the city. None of the profits will go
to the claimants, and the land has been lost
to the private sector forever. Developers and
banks will benefit to the tune of many hundreds of millions of Rands off the backs of an
ill-equipped community – women, men and

family). These discriminatory rules have
severe social effects on families, and violate
their right to privacy.

children who were essentially cheated out
of the full potential value of their restitution
claim.
252
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In the context of the Tafelberg School,
Tramway is illustrative of the emotionally
charged history of dislocation from Cape
Town’s well-located areas. As market forces
continue to reinforce segregation, in the CBD
and its surrounds there are limited opportunities for working-class Coloured and Black
people to move back. Tafelberg may be the
last piece of land in Sea Point that can be
developed for a social good to provide housing
for people who were previously (and continue
to be) excluded from living close to Cape
Town’s best infrastructure, services and job
opportunities.

Employment and accommodation are often
linked, leaving domestic workers vulnerable
to the whims of their employers. Standing
up for their rights as workers could lead to
them losing their jobs. This not only means
unemployment, but also homelessness. Compounding this issue is the vagaries around
their right to accommodation. For example,
if a domestic worker’s employers move, is she
entitled to retain her accommodation?
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NU’s research and organising found that
basements, attics and storerooms (used for
these ‘maid’s quarters’) are controlled by body
corporates, some of which have resolved
that one domestic workers who work in the
building can also live there.
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While Tafelberg may not be a direct case
of land restitution, it does provide a major
opportunity to undo apartheid spatial
planning by providing affordable housing to
working-class Coloured and Black families
in well-located areas where traumatic forced
removals once took place.
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More recently, the need for live-in domestic workers has waned and these rooms
– some of the last affordable property for
the working-class in well-located areas – are
increasingly being used as storage rooms
or left empty. This has led to the eviction
of domestic workers who have lived in the
area for decades. With no other well-located
affordable housing, they are forced to move to
the periphery of Cape Town, where it is hard
to access healthcare, schooling and regular
employment. Those who retain their jobs in
places like Sea Point, now have a commute of
up to four hours every day.

“Maid’s quarters”: Accommodation and employment
254

“Maid’s quarters”, a solution to the housing
crisis created by migrant labour, were built to
house domestic workers close to their places
of employment. These cramped dwellings
meant that workers could be close to the families they worked for, and available to work at
any time (often after normal working hours).
Generally this accommodation was only for
female workers, who now had to live apart
from their husband/partner and children.
Under apartheid, domestic workers had to use
a separate entrance to larger multiple-dwelling
residential buildings.
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While these rooms provide less than adequate and dignified accommodation for
people who have contributed enormously to
the economic and social capital of areas like
Sea Point, current domestic workers would
certainly prefer to remain in the small rooms
than be forced to moved to townships or relocation camps like Blikkiesdorp or Wolwerivier.
Social housing close to their places of work
allows them to remain in their communities
and live a dignified life in adequate accommodation.
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This separate entrance policy is still enforced
by body corporates in many blocks in Sea
Point, as well as other parts of the city and
country, more than 20 years into the democratic era. Residents of “maid’s quarters” in
Sea Point are also subjected to discriminatory
house rules enforced by body corporates, including rules against having visitors (including
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Apart from tenure security and terrible living
conditions, many domestic workers are paying
exorbitant rates for their accommodation

on-going refurbishment”,207 further entrenching the mixed-use nature of the neighbourhood.

(compared with market rentals by square
metre). Because demand is huge and supply
is very low, vulnerable domestic workers are
forced to pay these high prices for what should
be subsidised accommodation.
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The economy of Sea Point and its desirability
as a mixed-use neighbourhood is bolstered
by its public transport connectivity to the
CBD and its walkability. The area is served by
five MyCiTi Bus routes. Main Road acts as a
thoroughfare for minibus taxis, and with its
street-facing businesses is also characterised
by considerable pedestrian traffic. The Sea
Point Promenade, meanwhile, is frequently
used by pedestrians, cyclists and runners.

Sea Point as a Model Mixed-use Suburb
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Sea Point has historically been a mixed-use
neighbourhood – that is, an area of residential,
commercial and office developments alongside
hotels, community facilities and schools. It is
characterised by an active and vibrant economic corridor along Main Road. It is the
largest economic node along the Atlantic Sea
Point, with a diversity of small businesses,
large commercial stores and restaurants. These
are flanked by residential high-rise buildings
to the north and south of the corridor.
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Sea Point is thus the archetype of a
mixed-use, compact, high-density urban
neighbourhood. In South Africa, national,
provincial and local government policy
identify these urban settlement forms as strategic to integration. Policy S3 of the PSDF is to
“promote compact, mixed use and integrated
settlements.”208 Their promotion is seen as a
means “to counter apartheid spatial patterns
and decentralisation.”209 A compact city, where
residential areas are close to work opportunities, is part of the guiding principle of
“spatial efficiency” which underlies the PSDF.
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The mixed-use character of the neighbourhood is reflected in both the land use and
zoning of the area.203 The Main Road corridor
on which the Tafelberg site is located is zoned
General Business 5, which covers most erven
situated directly along the Corridor. Land
use to the south and north of the Corridor is
zoned predominately for General Residential 5
and General Residential 4.
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The City’s SDF also echoes these principles.
It commits to “redressing existing imbalances
in the distribution of different types of residential development, and avoid creating new
imbalances”.210 Policy 35 of the SDF commits
to using infill sites to improve access to affordable housing near economic opportunities.
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Tafelberg has three different zones. A small
portion of the site, 510m², the pavement
along the main road is zoned Transport 2.
The General Business 5 portion of the site
which abuts the Main Road is 2781 m². The
remainder of the site which is 13059m m², is
zoned General Residential 4.
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High-density, compact, mixed-use residential
areas along transport routes are also consistent
with the City’s recent focus on Transit-Oriented Development (TOD). The TOD aims
to address inefficiencies by shifting the City’s
urban form to optimise the “movement patterns of people and goods”, “locating development near high-quality public transport”
and to “match density and transit capacity”.211
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General Business 5, with a floor factor of
4 and coverage of 100% allows for a broad
spectrum of business, dwelling and institutional uses.204 General Residential 4 has a floor
factor of 1.5 and 60% coverage, enabling medium-to-high-density residential uses as well as
hospitals and hotels.205 The zoning in Sea Point
enables a high-density and mixed-use neighbourhood.
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In recent years, the area has experienced
a property boom with a proliferation of
mixed-use developments.206 These “have
become a significant element of Sea Point’s
44

Building affordable rental housing in Sea
Point is consistent with the principles of
spatial restructuring and spatial efficiency.
Demographic trends indicate that there is a
demand for affordable rental housing in the
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The distribution of the rental prices of twobedroom apartments, meanwhile, shows that
rent prices vary between R5,000 and R23,000
per month. More than 80% of two-bedroom
apartments in Sea Point cost over R7,000 per
month, while the average in this category was
R12,355 in the second quarter of 2016.216

area, while assessments of the residential
market indicate a limited supply. The demand
is supported by a history of worker-based
movements calling for affordable housing in
the area since the early 1990s.
The Rental Property Market in Sea
Point
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Using an affordability measure of 30% of
household income, 217 a household in Sea Point
would currently have to earn above R23,000
per month in order to afford most onebedroom apartments in the area (with rent at
R7,000 or more per month). Even to afford
a one-bedroom apartment at R5,000 (which
constitutes 20% of the rental market distribution), a household would have to earn above
R16,000 per month. Today, a household in Sea
Point would thus have to earn at least R23,000
to be able to afford most one-bedroom and
two-bedroom apartments in the area.
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According to 2011 Census data, 52.84% of
Sea Point’s residential properties are rented.212
Most of these properties are flats, with the
majority of one-to-four-bedroom properties
in the area rented rather than owned.
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A Tenant Profile Network (TPN) Credit
Bureau Rent Report for Sea Point,213 released
in the second quarter of 2016, includes an
analysis of the distribution of rental prices in
the area (see Figure 17). A telling snapshot of
the Sea Point rental market, it shows that rents
below R5,000 comprise a very small segment
of the rental market. Less than 10% of onebedroom apartments cost less than R5,000
in Sea Point. Most one-bedroom apartments
cost R7,000 or more per month. The average
rental price of a one-bedroom apartment was
R 8,733.214
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The latest household income figures available
for Sea Point are from the 2011 Census218 (see
Figure 18). It shows that, at the time, over 15%
of all households in Sea Point earned between
R1,601 and R6,400 per month. Almost a third
(30%) of all households in Sea Point earned
R6,400 or less per month, while 46% earned
R12,800 or less per month.

Figure 17: Overview of the rental price bracket distribution for Sea Point (July 2016)215
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Figure 18: Sea Point monthly household income, 2011219
middle-income households, eligible for social
housing according to their income bands.
276 Not only do low-income households conFurthermore, a Black African and Coloured
stitute a notable proportion of Sea Point’s
household in Sea Point is significantly more
population, but they are also skewed dramatlikely to be a low-income household than a
ically by race. Black African and Coloured
White household.
households in Sea Point are significantly more
likely to fall into these lower income brackets.
More than half of Black African households
(58%) and Coloured households (53%) in Sea
Point earned R6,400 or less per month. This is
in stark contrast to 22.2% of White households
that earned R6,400 or less per month. Further,
more than two-thirds of Black and Coloured
Sea Point households earned R12,800 or less
per month, while 39% of White households
earned R12,800 or less per month.
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Not only is a Black African and Coloured
household more likely to be a low-income
household, but a Black African and Coloured
person living in Sea Point is also more likely
to be a renter than their white counterpart.220
66% of Black African residents in Sea Point
were renters, while 60.3% of Coloured residents were renters. This is in contrast to 42.4%
of white residents who were renters.
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In 2011, affordable rent221 for a Sea Point
household earning R6,400 or less would have
been R1,920 or less per month. Considering
that 30% of all households and over half of
Coloured and Black African households
earned R6,400 or less per month, this is indicative of significant demand for affordable
rental housing in Sea Point.
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Although there is no current data on
household incomes in the area, and there is
no disaggregated data indicating how many of
these low-income households are pensioners,
the 2011 Census data is illustrative of the
distribution of household incomes in the area.
Of particular significance is the proportion
of low-income earners and how this is distributed by race (a distribution that is unlikely
to have shifted dramatically over the past 5-6
years).
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Considering recent property trends in Sea
Point, this demand is unlikely to have shifted
over the past five-to-six years. Furthermore,
the current distribution of rental properties
in the area clearly indicates that the Sea Point
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The Census data clearly indicates that a significant proportion of households in Sea Point
could be considered low-income to lower
46

development of any affordable housing. The
co-operative disbanded, without the affordable
housing being addressed.

property market caters primarily for middle-income households, with very few options
for low-income households.
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Domestic workers, along with caretakers,
caregivers, cleaners, and gardeners, are among
Sea Point’s low-income earners who have been
advocating for affordable housing in the area
since the early 1990s. In 1996, low-income
people – mainly workers from the Atlantic
Seaboard and some from the CBD – organised to advocate for their housing needs as
“Rainbow Housing”, registering as a co-operative in 2003.222

The recent emergence of Reclaim the City
in Sea Point, driven by domestic workers
(many of whom were once part of Rainbow
Housing) has shown how this need for affordable housing is still urgent. Testimonies
by workers living in the area show that they
continue to experience unaffordable, undignified and precarious living conditions, with
issues of landlord exploitation, overcrowding
and restrictions on family visits.226 Evictions
are commonplace227 as rents rise in the area
and redevelopment leads to long-time tenants
being forced out.
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A survey undertaken of 162 Rainbow
Housing members in 2005 provided insight
into the demographics of those requiring and
advocating for affordable housing in the area.
The majority were female domestic workers
– between the ages of 31 and 50 – and were
working and living in the Sea Point/Atlantic
Seaboard area.223 The vast majority were
long-time residents of the Atlantic Seaboard/
CBD. 20% had lived in the area for six-to-ten
years, while 33% had lived in the area for 16
years and longer.224
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Property developers and analysts have noted
that the Atlantic Seaboard has experienced
significant housing price growth over the
past three years – outperforming many areas
in Cape Town.228 Sea Point itself has become
a high demand area for property (particularly residential property),229 with resulting
growth in high-rise apartment buildings and
mixed-use developments.230 Between 2012 and
2014, property values in Sea Point increased
by 25%.231 Housing sale prices have increased
significantly in Sea Point since 2007,232 along
with average rental prices in the area.233
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Nearly three-quarters (72%) of members’
households earned between R1,001 and
R3,000 per month. With their low-incomes,
workers mainly lived in small rooms, sharing
a kitchen or toilet, or the back of employers’
houses.225 Their housing needs were not being
met, and state-subsidised housing in Sea
Point became a site of advocacy in the area.
Despite this, their efforts did not lead to the
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As Figure 19 illustrates, the average sale price
of an apartment in Sea Point increased from
about R 1 million in 2007 to R 2.75 million in
2016. In just two years, from 2014 to 2016, the
average sale price of an apartment increased

Figure 19: Annual no. of sales & average sale price of apartments in Sea Point234
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from R 1.8 million to R 2.75 million. Today,
the average asking price for a two-bedroom
apartment as listed on Property24.com in Sea
Point is R 5 million.
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The high demand and escalating sale prices
are transferred to the rental market. Data collected by TPN Credit Bureau shows increasing
rent prices across Sea Point, particularly for
one- and two-bedroom properties. Figure 20
below shows how the average rent of one- and
two-bedroom properties increased between
the second quarters of 2014 and 2016. The average rent for a one-bedroom in Q2 2014 was
R 5,850 and by Q2 of 2016 this had increased
to R 8,733.
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The impact of a burgeoning Sea Point
property market will impact households
within a low-income range. Most rental
housing in Sea Point is inaccessible to lowincome households, and Black and Coloured
households are most likely to fall into this
income bracket. Increased evictions are a
symptom of this unaffordability.
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The private market is not catering to households earning between R1,500 and R7,500 per
month, let alone households earning R15,000.
Social housing on Tafelberg and other stateowned land near the CBD would be a crucial
intervention in catering for a segment of the

population for whom there has been a historical demand for rental housing, and who
are now being squeezed out of the neighbourhood by a burgeoning property market.
A good site for social housing
Contesting social housing at scale
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The Western Cape MEC for Human Settlements, Bonginkosi Madikizela, has previously
made the point that social housing has to take
place at scale within a mixed-income development in order to be viable.236 His argument
appears to be that when built at a large scale,
mixed-income housing developments allow
middle-income renters and/or homeowners
to cross-subsidise poorer renters, ensuring the
long-term sustainability of a project. The idea
that a mixed-income development with social
housing has to happen at a large scale in order
for it to be justifiable, feasible and sustainable
is a contestable one.
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As noted previously, the focus of social
housing is to increase housing options by
providing an affordable rental alternative for
low-income families in well-located areas.237
These families would otherwise not be able to
afford market rental rates in these areas. This

Figure 20: Average rental prices for properties in Sea Point between 2014 & 2016235
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through mixed-income and/or mixed-use
developments. The nature of this cross-subsidisation is a function of location.

intentional development of social housing in
well-located areas distinguishes it from other
state-subsidised housing in South Africa.
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Another key goal of social housing, which
distinguishes it from other state housing, is
to provide the affordable rental alternative
as infill developments.238 By virtue of being
developed in already built-up areas,239 these
infill developments usually take place on
smaller tracts of land than the majority of
the state’s greenfield housing developments.
Social housing caters for this limitation in size
by maximising housing output with higher
housing densities, made up of three-to-four
storey buildings.240

In developments such as Cosmo City in
Johannesburg, Scottsdene in Cape Town, and
what is being proposed for the Conradie site
(one of the WCG’s “Game-Changer” projects),
the entry-level buyer of market/bonding
housing, from the emerging middle-class,
effectively carries the burden of cross-subsidisation.243 In these instances, the location and
the nature of the housing – which cross-subsidises the social housing – necessitates largescale developments.
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The Conradie development is a large scale
mixed-income and mixed-use development on
a 22 hectare site. 50% of the housing (approximately 1800 units) will cater for income categories between R3,000 and R21,000, including
social housing and Finance-Linked Individual
Subsidy Programme housing.244 The rest of the
units would be for sale for between R500,000
and R1 million to people earning R15,000 and
above.245 The development will also include
retail and commercial space.
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Social housing supplements other state
housing programmes, like the RDP, where
the aim has been to roll-out housing at a large
scale to meet the housing backlog. RDPs have
largely been built as single-story freestanding
homes on a small plot and thus have required
large tracts of land with a high volume of
homes to exploit economies of scale.
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Social housing thus focuses on providing
affordable rental housing in apartment-style
complexes on strategically well-located tracts
of land. Scale, relating to the size of a development as well as the number of homes, is
thus not a defining factor of a good social
housing development. The Tafelberg site, at
close to two hectares, would be able to yield
over 200 social housing units. This yield is
consistent with recent social housing developments in Cape Town such as the Drommedaris241 and Bothasig242 developments, which
consist of 285 and 219 units, respectively.
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Large scale projects come with significant
risks associated with the high capital costs and
PPPs. The Conradie Project, in the pipeline for
almost 10 years, initially failed to get off the
ground because a previous developer could
not meet contractual obligations. The N2
Gateway Project also illustrates how a contractor’s financial challenges can compromise
a project.246 If contracts involve private developers, such partnerships require significant
oversight to ensure affordable development is
prioritised.247

Cross-subsidisation as a function of location
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At government level, coordinating finances
between different spheres of government is
also cited as a challenge.248 Conversations with
government officials indicate that a project of
Conradie’s scale requires significant human
capacity and resources, to the extent that it
becomes the sole focus of the Department for
a long period of time.249
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What distinguishes the Tafelberg site from
the Drommedaris and Bothasig developments
is its location: along the Main Road economic
corridor, close to the city centre, in an area
of high demand for high-end residential
property. As with other social housing developments, the sustainability of this development would be aided by cross-subsidisation
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Although a large-scale mixed-income and
mixed-use development has its merits, it also
has its challenges. It is misleading to state that

covered and the net present value of the
project is positive, with only maintenance
costs remaining, revenue from one project can
be used as equity to invest in another project.
Mature social housing projects thus cross-subsidise other projects. 251

such developments are the only way to ensure
social housing can be built sustainably. By
virtue of it being an infill development near to
the city centre, in a high-value, upper-income
area, social housing on Tafelberg would offer
an important and contrasting model for a
social housing development.
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Rather than isolated and piecemeal projects,
strategically located infill social housing developments need to be coordinated across the
city centre and well-located, well-connected
suburbs. Multiple developments of this kind
have the ability to cumulatively and decisively
shift racial and income segregation within our
cities. Although infill mixed-income projects
may not have the political allure of megaprojects, such developments are more sustainable
and cost-effective in the long-term; they are
also consistent with a global “consolidation
agenda” for compact cities.252 Importantly, as
mentioned in previous sections, this approach
is aligned with national, provincial and local
government policy for spatial restructuring to
address historic patterns of spatial exclusion.

The benefits of in-fill social housing developments
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On the Tafelberg site, a market residential
component would require only a very small
additional price in order to cross-subsidise
the SH component. This can arguably happen
without a significant burden on the market-rate buyer/renter. This does not necessitate middle-income or market development
built at scale to subsidise the social housing,
but rather takes advantage of location and
property demand in the area by adding a small
market residential component. Further, this
sees real redistribution from the very rich to
the very poor, rather than cross-subsidisation
by a nascent lower middle-class.250

Conclusion
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Current evidence from SHIs and the SHRA
also indicates a growing willingness to use
market-rate residential units to cross-subsidise
affordable rental units in South Africa.
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The Tafelberg site presents an opportunity
for infill development of affordable housing
in an affluent suburb with a history of forced
removals and failed restitution. This sets a
precedent not only for how to create affordable
housing in well-located areas, but also as a
symbol of the beginning of the structural
reversal of apartheid. If it can be done in Sea
Point, it can be done anywhere else in the
country. The Tafelberg site could be a blueprint for change in South Africa’s segregated
metros.
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Although it would require more research, a
mixed-income SH development like Tafelberg
is arguably less risky and more efficient than a
mixed-income, mixed-use megaproject with
multiple private-sector partners. Bound by
legislation and policy to deliver an affordable
housing mandate, it is more accountable for
an SHI to “partner” with the state rather than
private developers. By involving fewer actors
and lower capital costs, smaller projects are
less prone to the procurement and financial
risks of large developments. Coordinating a
few projects of this scale may also be within
the ambit of the existing human resources and
capacity of Departments.
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One successful mixed-income social housing
project can lead to the development of others.
Rental income accrued in social housing
covers construction, debt and maintenance
costs. Once these costs have been sufficiently
50

Tafelberg: unjust and unlawful sale
Town Stadium, with an estimated total of
46,000m2 potential bulk available. The site
is located on future portion 1, remainder
of erf 1559, Green Point, on the corner of
Granger Bay Boulevard and Beach Road.255

Introduction
308

The decision by the Department of Transport
and Public Works (DTPW) to dispose of the
Tafelberg site is a cause for great concern.
It has implications that extend well beyond
Tafelberg as an isolated incident. It points to
an overall lack of accountability and transparency in the sphere of spatial justice and
the dominance of decision-making based on
short-term financial gain.

• Top Yard: Part of the Government Garage
Precinct, located in the Cape Town CBD
less than 500 metres from the National
Parliament and the Company Gardens. The
Property is currently utilised as groundlevel parking facility with tarmac surfacing.
A total of 46,484 m2 is estimated to be the
potential bulk available on Top-Yard.256
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The concerns raised in this section show that
Cabinet has a responsibility to intervene in
the Tafelberg matter by taking into account
alternative ways to dispose of the site – ways
that simultaneously create financial return and
advance social objectives.

• Tafelberg: Also known as the “Main Road
Precinct” in Sea Point, the site of the former
Tafelberg Remedial High School, located at
355 Main Road, Sea Point east. It is approximately three-and-a-half kilometres from
Cape Town’s CBD. The site consists of erven
1424 and 1675 and comprises a total site
area of 1.7054 hectares. It offers a development yield of approximately 20,000m2
of mixed-use space, comprising 12,200m2
residential use, 1,700m2 retail use, 700 m2
restaurant and 5,000m2 business use. The
Main Road Precinct benefits from dual
zoning including mixed-use and general
residential. In terms of this use class, the
use of the site for blocks of flats, double
dwelling houses, groups of dwelling houses,
places of worship and residential buildings
is permitted as of right.257

A series of failures
The first phase of the Regeneration Programme
310

The Provincial Regeneration Programme is
divided into phases, “set in accordance with
the readiness of the individual properties to
be marketed as well as in accordance with
the needs, budget, staffing and availability of
relevant resources of the DTPW.”253
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The first phase (or tranche) includes four
properties known as the Four Sites, described
in the Expression of Interest (EOI) as including:
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All four properties are located either within
the CBD or within a short distance of it – that
is, within a 3.5 kilometre radius. Their prime
locations, combined with the size of the properties, represents an immense opportunity to
make the CBD and surrounding areas more
socially inclusive while also assisting densification efforts.

• The Alfred Street Complex: A property
situated in Alfred street in the Prestwich
Precinct, linking Cape Town CBD and the
V&A Waterfront with an estimated total
of 65,000m2 potential bulk available. The
property is erf 564 and is zoned mixed use
(MU3) under the 2012 zoning scheme and
general commercial (C4) under the 1990
zoning scheme regulations.254
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• The Helen Bowden Nurses Home Site:
Situated in the Somerset Precinct, neighbouring the V&A Waterfront and the Cape
51

Despite the strategic importance and high
value of these properties, there appears to be
insufficient linkages between the Provincial
Regeneration Programme and the priorities
and strategies identified in the SDF, PSDF,

will (in say 30 or 50 years’ time) again have an
opportunity to decide how to utilise the most
valuable, finite and irreplaceable resource,
namely property … Considering the objectives of the Regeneration Programme these
proposals will be assessed in a balanced way
so as to ensure that only the highest and best
use solutions are taken forward” (emphasis
added). 261

and the Built Environment Performance Plan
(BEPP). Decisions to sell land parcels under
the Regeneration Programme appear to be ad
hoc and focused primarily on generating an
immediate income stream for the WCG.
314

The dangers of this piecemeal approach to
land disposals were exposed by the recent sale
of the Tafelberg to a private developer with no
conditions for affordable housing attached.
As the first property to be sold as part of the
Regeneration Programme, Tafelberg requires
an intervention to ensure that an appropriate
precedent is set.
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The notice of intention to dispose of Tafelberg was published in mid-December 2015.
The deadline for the comments period was 1
January 2016. Despite the assurances made
by the MEC above, none of the civil society
organisations party to the original objection
to the lease was contacted. This refusal to alert
concerned stakeholders, together with the
timing of the notice, clearly indicated malfeasance within the DTPW.

The decision to sell outright
315

In May 2014, the Chief Directorate of Immovable Asset Management at the WCG’s
DTPW used the media in order to invite interested parties to submit offers for the disposal
of the Four Properties via an EOI.

Surplus declaration

316

The EOI stated that: “with respect to the
first tranche of properties of the Provincial
Regeneration Programme, the WCG and the
DTPW have made a policy decision that the
WCG will retain ownership of the properties
in order to capture the broader benefits of
property regeneration. An outright sale of the
properties is therefore not under consideration” (emphasis added).258
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According to GIAMA, the DTPW, as the
custodian of provincial immovable assets, can
only dispose of assets if they are declared as
surplus and no longer support service delivery
objectives.262
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In relation to land disposal, GIAMA prescribes that the department concern must
consider whether the immovable asset in
question can be used;263
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Between April and June 2014, NU, the Social
Justice Coalition (SJC) and Equal Education
(EE) exchanged correspondence with the
DTPW, objecting to the above notice of disposal. It was argued, given the severe shortage
of housing in the metro, that the Province was
not going about its business in a responsible
manner.259 This was followed by a second
letter, addressed to Premier Zille, MEC Alan
Winde and MEC Donald Grant, dated 11 June
2014.260

• by another user (i.e. a national or provincial
department) or jointly by different users;
• in relation to social development objectives
of government; and
• in relation to government’s socio-economic
objectives, including land reform, black
economic empowerment, alleviation of
poverty, job creation and the redistribution
of wealth.
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In a response dated 11 June 2014, MEC
Grant indicated that: “... in the Investor Conference the group of four sites referred to is
a first tranche and that more are to follow. In
all these the market was presented with an
opportunity to utilise the development potential of the sites but without ever owning
them. This is done so that future generations
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Leading up to the surplus declaration, there
had been a considerable amount of work
done by City and Provincial officials, as well
as representatives of the social housing sector,
to secure the Tafelberg site for affordable
housing. This included a high-level feasibility

52
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GIAMA defines a “user” as “a national or
provincial department that uses or intends
to use an immovable asset in support of its
service delivery objectives. Clearly the above
letter indicates that the property was indeed
needed by the Western Cape DHS.

study conducted by SHRA and NASHO in
2012, which concluded that 214 social housing
rental units were feasible on the site.
323

During consultative meetings between
NASHO, SHRA, the MEC for Human Settlements and other officials regarding the
Tafelberg site, the then-head of the DHS,
Mbulelo Tshangana, stated that the original
mandate (which emphasized revenue returns
at the expense of possible social equity and
long-term integration) should be reconsidered
as inappropriate given Province’s strategic
objectives.264
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In a meeting held between the DTPW and
the DHS on 15 May 2013 then-MEC Robin
Carlisle advised that the Tafelberg site was not
in fact available, describing it as “prime land”
that “can be sold for approximately R80m”.
Beside the site’s market value, the MEC gave
no other reasons to support the decision.270
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This culminated in a letter from the DHS,
dated 26 March 2013, requesting that the site
was needed to further the WCG’s Provincial
Objective 6, which speaks to developing integrated and sustainable human settlements.265
The letter stated: “The demand for affordable
rental opportunities, situated within the close
proximity to economic opportunities, transportation nodes and social infrastructure
can thus not be under-estimated, nor can the
opportunities the sites present for racial and
economic integration.”266

As early as 2012, the issue had been raised
when Joel Mkunqwana, then-chair of NASHO,
informed Premier Zille of a series of workshops held around social housing and urban
regeneration in three metropolitan cities
(including Cape Town). Attached was a brief
summary of the key issues related to the
Tafelberg site and the broader provincial land
release programme for urban regeneration in
Cape Town.
Mkungwana’s letter went on to argue that:
“[t]he main common conclusion that
resulted from the above workshops points
to the importance of ensuring that this
property, together with other similar properties on offer, provide a strong argument
to realise affordable rental housing opportunities to low- and moderate-income
households in the inner city areas of
Cape Town. This is critical because it is
clear that the lack of such opportunities
re-enforces the perception that the City
of Cape Town is a socially divided city. If
such opportunities are not pursued, then
it will send the wrong signal and question
our commitment to realising sustainable
and integrated communities in line with
the Provincial Strategic Objectives. The
government therefore needs to develop
effective mechanisms to access the ‘social
value’ out of development proposals, otherwise this becomes a lost opportunity.”271
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It went on to say that: “The Tafelberg school
property is very well-suited for residential
use, and social housing in particular. It is well
serviced by public transport and engineering
services. It is recognised that careful thought
and design are required for an appropriate use
and response to the existing school buildings,
which enjoy heritage protection and cannot
demolish or altered. The opportunity for the
development of some retail and commercial
uses on the Main Road frontage should be exploited as it has the potential to provide some
cross-subsidisation for social housing.”267
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Finally it concludes: “Cape Town is one of
the most segregated cities in the world.268
With this in mind, land cost is so significant
in the Province that we could not afford to
purchase market-related land which offered
even slightly similar opportunities to this one.
Were these portions of land disposed of, the
opportunity cost for integration within the
borders of the city could potentially be lost to
us forever.”269
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recommendation, in terms of Reg 4(5), that
the Provincial Cabinet dispose of the Tafelberg
properties for R135 million. The justification
given for the disposal request was that the
properties were neither being used nor were
they required for government purposes. The
letter alluded to deliberations over the decision, but made no mention of the DHS’s request for previous high-level feasibility studies
for social housing conducted on the site.276

A mistake in law
330

On 23 March 2016, NU addressed a letter
to Premier Zille and MEC Donald Grant
requesting them to furnish reasons, in terms
of section 5(1) of the Promotion of Administrative Justice Act 3 of 2000 (PAJA), why the
Tafelberg site declared surplus (in terms of
GIAMA) and put on the market.272
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On 1 April 2016, the DTPW responded to
the request, stating that the Tafelberg Property
had become surplus during June 2010 by operation of law and that PAJA was accordingly
not applicable. It was also stated that although
the DTPW was of the opinion that PAJA did
not apply, it would still furnish its reasons “as
soon as is reasonably possible.”273
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The PPC was conceived in order to exercise
oversight and monitor the administration of
provincial state land. It consists of officials
from provincial and national government
departments, as well as four external members
with proven property expertise who are not
employed by government. The PPC’s Annual
Report, as provided for in its Regulations,
has not been tabled in the Provincial Parliament this year – meaning that the intended
parliamentary oversight has been lacking.277
Moreover, it is unclear whether these annual
reports have ever been submitted to Parliament.
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The decision to sell the Tafelberg site was
accordingly made on the basis that the user
was the Provincial Department of Education
and that the property had been surplus ever
since June 2010, when the Tafelberg Remedial
High School had relocated to Bothasig. This
was incorrect, however – not only because the
site was requested by another user, but also because GIAMA clearly lays down prerequisites
for the disposal of land.
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According to a damning email by Bovain
Macnab, one of the independent members of
the PPC: “The provincial portfolio is in excess
of R75 billion. The way this is operated, in my
view, repeatedly fails our people and is in complete contravention of the constitution, the
law, and the regulations ... Worst of all, no one
ever seems to be held to account … Often the
PPC is only quorate on account of the external
members and PPC meetings are only called
(late in this instance) when the Department
has a crisis.”278
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Given these false assumptions, and the absence of any other decision since March 2013,
it is respectfully submitted that there is no
basis on which the DTPW can rightfully sell
the property.

Western Cape Land Administration Act and the
dysfunctional PPC
334

The Western Cape Land Administration Act
(WCLAA)274 provides for the acquisition and
disposal of immovable property belonging to
the WCG. Its Regulations establish the Provincial Property Committee (PPC) to monitor
the administration of provincial state land, as
well as to advise the Cabinet and the Minister
on matters relating to the administration of
provincial land, including offers of acquisition
and disposal.275
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At a PPC meeting just after Macnab sent his
email, another external member – Osman
Narker – complained that the external
members “feel like they attend the meetings
purely as a rubber-stamping exercise”.279
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On 3 July 2015, the head of Property Management at the DTPW wrote to the Chairperson of the PPC, asking for a written
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Of particular concern is the fact that the
PPC does not have a representative from the
DHS. This, combined with a lack of oversight, has meant that the DTPW does not
facilitate the type of ‘whole-of-government’
decision-making envisioned by GIAMA and
the 2005 Government-Wide Immovable Asset
Management Policy.280

site be subdivided. The subdivision strategy
would result in the creation of at least three
new properties and that this would de-risk the
transaction by eliciting more competitive bids
as well as provide an opportunity to impose
obligations in terms of affordable housing.

Options Analysis
340

The DTPW produced an Options Analysis281
for the Tafelberg site before it launched the
EOI. This document canvassed three main
options: Option 1 – Lease voetstoots (‘as is’);
Option 2 – Lease with development obligations; and Option 3 – Sale to the highest
bidder.

Expression of Interest
344

Despite the EOI not being structured favourably for affordable housing, three of the
21 respondents to the EOI displayed concern:
“Communicare, My Campus and Ludwe
Consulting requested the DTPW to seriously
consider using the site for a more inclusive
mixed-use development incorporating social
housing, although this mix would compromise
financial returns the DTPW may have sought
from the disposal.”283 In addition, “[s]ignificant interest (33%) was demonstrated by Respondents for some of the site to be developed
for inclusionary housing or affordable student
accommodation.”284
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For the purposes of the Option Analysis,
each disposal option was considered against
the following specific objectives:
• To retain the property for future service delivery objectives (i.e. the property is of strategic importance to the future operational
needs of the WCG). This option generates
annuity revenue to the WCG from the longlease of the property;
• To maximise the commercial returns from
the disposal. This option seeks to generate
the highest capital receipt from the disposal of the WCG’s freehold interest in a
property;
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The DTPW’s approach to Tafelberg and the
other three properties embodies the Housing
Development Agency’s critique Regeneration
Programmes, which concerns South Africa at
large: “The major mechanism to stimulate the
regeneration is for the release of provincially-owned land and buildings to support the
roll-out of the strategy. However, to date there
is no substantial programme for delivery and
certainly no linked initiative that has helped
shape residential access.”285

• To maximise the “regenerative effect” of the
disposal.
342

Interestingly, Option 3, which was ultimately
chosen, was not only prescriptive about attaching conditions to ensure the provision of
affordable housing (even though it included
the ability to impose conditions):
“The DTPW may seek to attach conditions to the transaction, including but not
limited to providing a proportion of accommodation for affordable housing. Any
such obligations would be placed on the
land and not the developer and must be
enforceable, including a mechanism such
that if the developer fails to deliver the
obligations or seeks to have the obligations
removed, they should be valued at the time
of removal (like a restrictive covenant).
Consequently, contracts should include
clawback conditions to be imposed on the
successful bidder.”282
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The document goes on: “The current policy
framework does not facilitate a stronger
linkage between social housing and urban
regeneration. The weakness of the housing
component in the existing urban regeneration
strategies is all the more critical in that there is
a major push in the National Housing Policy
for a better integration of housing within
inner cities.”286
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This flaw was exposed by the fact that the
EOI for all four properties did not require a
minimum portion of residential stock to be
used for affordable housing. This approach
contrasts strongly with the approach taken by
the WCG on the Conradie site development
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The paper concluded with a recommendation
that a ‘Hybrid Option’ be taken and that the
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in Pinelands, a “catalytic project” for mixedincome development on public land unveiled
at this year’s State of the Province Address:

national, provincial and local government’s
spatial policy objectives.
A conflict of interest289

“Over the last year there has been major
progress in our plans to redevelop the well
located urban site where Conradie Hospital
once was. The site is 22 hectares in size,
and is adjacent to the suburbs of Pinelands
and Thornton, and surrounded by access to
public transport. A total of 22 hectares of
well-located urban land is a fantastic space
in which to launch this game changer. We
have called it the “Better Living” model
because of its potential to pioneer a new approach to inclusive urban development, not
just for Cape Town, but for all South African cities that have similar apartheid-era
spatial challenges.”287
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Gary Fisher was already a property developer
before he was hired to head the DTPW from
2011 to March 2014. He is currently an advisor to the Premier on the Conradie megaproject. Since 2010, he had been Chair of
the Board of Capitalgro, his brother-in-law’s
company. During his tenure as Head of the
DTPW, he also took charge of the Inner-City
Urban Regeneration Programme (CT-CCRP)
launched in 2011, which focused on urban
regeneration inclusive of the delivery of affordable housing.
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In 2012, the DTPW supported a feasibility
study to investigate the development of affordable housing on the Tafelberg site (also
known as “The Sea Point Main Road Precinct”). This was coordinated and funded
by SHRA and NASHO. Fisher instead discouraged the use of the Tafelberg site for social
housing and offered the Woodstock Hospital
as an alternative.

What is needed is an approach similar to the
Better Living Model (BLM), which requires
that 49% of the Conradie site’s 3,000 housing
units are allocated to affordable housing – i.e.
social housing, FLISP housing and rent-to-buy
housing units.288 The EOI for the Conradie
site states that the WCG intends to replicate
aspects of the BLM on other well-located
urban sites in the future.
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Meanwhile, in 2013, Capitalgro bought The
Regent for R95.7 million and, a year later,
The Equinox for R94.6 million. Both are in
Sea Point, close to Tafelberg. In March 2014,
Fisher published EOIs for Tafelberg, announcing that it would be sold to the highest
bidder. Ultimately, this would boost property
values for both The Regent and The Equinox.
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However, neither the Conradie Site nor the
BLM is discussed in any of the Provincial
Regeneration Programme documents. This
indicates a disconnect between the Regeneration Programme and other provincial efforts
to create integrated, sustainable and affordable
residentially-led, mixed-use neighbourhoods
on state-owned land.
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Knowledge of this context makes it clear
that the purchases of The Regent and The
Equinox were speculative moves informed by
government (DTPW) plans in spite of Fisher’s
obvious conflict of interest as head of both
the DTPW and the Inner-City Urban Regeneration Programme. By the time the transfer
of The Equinox was completed, Fisher was no
longer in the DTPW, having taken up a new
position as the Premier’s advisor, again in
property-related matters.
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Attaching progressive conditions for affordable housing on the lease or development
of state-owned land is crucial to the realisation of urban restructuring. The City and
Province have shown an inclination to do so
with the large-scale Maiden’s Cove and Foreshore projects. Conditions should not only be
applied to large sites; they are also paramount
to maximising social returns for high-value,
state-owned land conducive to in-fill projects.
Yet such conditions are glaringly absent from
the decision to sell the Tafelberg site. Managing land in this way is inimical to realising
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pro-poor projects and infrastructure elsewhere. However, the decision was driven by an
affordability deficit related to another DTPW
project, known as the Dorp Street PPP, a proposed high-rise office block for the Western
Cape Education Department (WCED) on
provincially owned land (known as the Leeuwen-Loop site on Bree Street).

Structure of the tender
354

Despite the stated objectives of the Regeneration Programme, the tender for the Tafelberg
site amounted to nothing more than a search
for the highest bidder. Out of 100 points, a
maximum of 90 points was awarded for price
and ten points awarded to a bidder for attaining a BEE status in terms of Regulations 5
(2) and 6 (2) of the Preferential Procurement
Regulations.290 This is type of tender does
nothing to leverage the private sector.
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The Dorp Street PPP is part of a larger
‘Provincial Office Precinct’ – the first of the
six precincts contained in the 2010 CT-CCRP.
The Provincial Office Precinct involves the
clustering of existing and new provincial government buildings in Wale and Dorp Streets.
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The structure of the sale is a clear indication
that Province applied a narrow conception of
value to what it felt it could derive from the
land. By offering it up for sale to the highest
bidder, the WCG sought only to realise financial return, despite long-standing proposals for social housing on the site.
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According to a 2012 KPMG feasibility study,
the project constituted a megaproject to the
tune of R1.2 billion. Between 2012 and 2014,
the estimated capital contribution required
from the WCG ballooned from R210 million
to R540 million.292 This left the DTPW with
an affordability deficit of R330 million, flagged
as a major concern by Provincial Treasury in
November 2014.293
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It is not clear if the Province considered “best
value” in terms of the three provisos set out
by the GIAMA. Ultimately, however, it supported the decision to call for bids and the
disposing of the Tafelberg site to the highest
bidder. And yet its responsibilities in terms of
the management of its land assets are much
wider than the realisation of a financial return;
the potential to use the site for social housing
would certainly fall within the “social return”
objectives in the GIAMA’s definition of “best
value for money”.
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In a June 2014 letter, Transport and Public
Works MEC Donald Grant claimed that: “[t]
he disposal of Tafelberg under the Regeneration Programme was to attract maximum
value from the most valuable inner-city properties to create an income stream and a development fund from which projects for the poor
can be cross-subsidised”.294
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A straightforward sale is inappropriate as it
fails unlock the value of the site for the benefit
of the people of the province given its considerable strategic value and development potential. Given that the WCG’s property portfolio is worth R80.1bn, about R2bn more than
the largest locally based listed property fund,
Growthpoint,291 the lack of a strategic approach is alarming. The potential opportunity
costs associated with this approach must be
seen in light of this enormous portfolio.
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During a parliamentary session on Thursday
24 March 2016, MEC Grant repeated this lie
in response to written questions from Mr L H
Max.295
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Questions

• Whether the disposal of the Tafelberg
property as part of the City of Cape Town’s
Regeneration Programme will enable the
Province to extract the maximum value
from the most valuable inner-city properties
to create an income stream from which projects for the poor can be cross-subsidised?

A motive for disposal
358

Throughout the campaign to stop the sale
of Tafelberg, senior officials and politicians
have argued that the disposal of Tafelberg
was justifiable as a means to raise money for
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• Whether the increasing cost of urban sprawl
was taken into account when this model
was adopted? If not, why not? If so, what are
the relevant details?

DTPW, “in consultation with the Provincial
Treasury, agreed that a capital contribution
[for the Dorp Street PPP] will be made out of
funds set aside in the Asset Finance Reserve
(AFR) and an additional contribution to be
derived from the proceeds of sale of properties, which proceeds will be ring-fenced for
this purpose”.297 This proves that the DTPW
planned to help fund the Dorp Street PPP
with the proceeds from selling public land.

• Whether any mechanisms are in place to
ensure that the cross-subsidisation of socio-economic objectives through the sale of
state land and that they are transparent? if
so, what are the relevant details?
364

Answers provided

• But for one correction in that it is a Provincial Regeneration Programme relating to
the inner city of Cape Town, the answer is
yes.
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Correspondence between DTPW’s manager
of accounting and the HOD of Provincial
Treasury dealing with the ‘Roll-over of
unspent voted funds and the retention of
over-collected own receipts from 2014/15 to
2015/16’ for the DTPW states that:298

• The Constitutional Court has recently
established that Municipal Planning is
an exclusive municipal function and as
such the determination of the urban edge,
Spatial Development Frameworks and
other municipal instruments factor in the
containment and cost of urban sprawl most
directly, and by which laws or instruments
every landowner within the City, including
the Province, is bound. This notwithstanding, it is my understanding that the
Western Cape Government is alive to the
issue of urban sprawl and takes it into
account in its planning and environmental
policy determinations as well as its support
and oversight of municipalities.

“This means that the AFR provision for the
Dorp Street PPP project is reduced from
R628,827m to R460,116m. In order to
compensate for the “loss” of the motor vehicle licence, increased revenue to the AFR
provision for the Dorp Street PPP project,
the yield of R135,000m from the sale of
erf 1675 in Sea Point needs to be allocated to the AFR for the Dorp Street PPP
project purposes. This will re-instate the
AFR provision to R595,116m (R460,116m
+ R135,000m). Cabinet will have to take
a specific decision in this regard, which
the Provincial Treasury needs to strongly
support. The Cabinet submission regarding
the sale of erf 1675 in Sea Point is en route.”

• Given the fiscal constraints facing the state
currently; and particularly in relation to the
budget cuts that have been applied to our
provincial coffers, the achievement of all our
socio-economic objectives are cross-subsidised by way of revised budget determinations following all required processes. An
increasingly vital element of these budgets
is the realisation of revenue by provinces
directly; through inter alia the disposal of
assets
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On 27 October 2015, Provincial Treasury
approved the roll-over of the DTPW’s unspent
amounts to be used in 2015/16. This included
approximately R44 million to be reserved for
the AFR for the Dorp Street PPP. The Provincial Treasury also stated that:
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During a June 2016 Cape Talk Radio interview, Western Cape Human Settlements
MEC, Bonginkosi Madikizela, then stated
that: “with the sale of the land we can actually provide more than 1,200 people with
[housing] subsidies.” 296 Again this reinforced
the notion that the Tafelberg sale proceeds
would go towards uplifting poor communities.

“With regards to the sale of Erf 1675 in Sea
Point, the Provincial Treasury will not
have any in principle objection to utilise
the proceeds of the sale of the property to
augment the capital portion required for
the PPP. It must be noted that approval of
such a transaction lies in the ambit of the
Provincial Cabinet.”
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However, in a Cabinet submission dated November 2014, MEC Grant explained that the
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concerns regarding the value-for-money
and affordability of the PPP. It submitted a
report accompanying the feasibility study to
National Treasury, noting the “narrow” valuefor-money margin of the PPP.302 It also questioned assumptions in the study – including
a lower-than-recommended Internal Rate of
Return303 which, if changed, would negatively
impact the affordability of the project.

Dorp Street: Value-for-money, affordability and
risk
369

In order to cover the increasing capital costs
and ensure value-for-money of the Dorp
Street PPP, the DTPW chose to ring-fence
revenue derived from the sale of the Tafelberg
site. This approach to financial management
by the Province was problematic – an immediate capital need for an increasingly unviable
office project was to be covered by the sale of
a highly valuable and strategic land asset with
long-term value. This raises questions around
how expenditure is managed in the DTPW, in
addition to why other revenue streams could
not have been utilised.
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Provincial Treasury concluded that: “the
Project demonstrates that it meets the three
criteria of a PPP, but that close monitoring and
control will be required throughout the duration of the Project to ensure that it remains as
such”.304 The DTPW assured both National and
Provincial Treasury that it would be able to
cover the costs for the project.
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From the outset, the Dorp Street PPP was
marred by questions over its viability. To
proceed as a PPP, a project must undergo a
series of approvals from both National and
Provincial Treasury. The first of these is that an
organ of state must submit a feasibility study
report to National Treasury. This feasibility
study is conducted by an independent Transaction Advisor.
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Following this, Provincial Treasury documents between 2012 and 2014 indicate increasing concern around the growing capital
contribution required by the DTPW to ensure
the project’s value-for-money, and accommodating delays.305 Crucially, doubts were raised
over whether the project should go ahead as a
PPP.
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A feasibility study includes multiple stages,
including a needs analysis, an options analysis,
a value assessment, and an economic valuation.299 This is used in determining whether
a project displays value-for-money, affordability and risk-sharing – seen to be the key
criteria of a PPP. The report is thus crucial in
evaluating the viability of a project as a PPP. It
influences National Treasury’s decision over
whether to grant initial approval.
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By the time the report was released in November 2014, the value-for-money of the PPP
was only 1% and the proposed capital contribution for the project had more than doubled
from R210 million to R540 million.306 With a
higher capital contribution required from the
Province, the public sector partner was thus
taking on increased risk. One of the underpinning principles of a PPP is that the capital
risk that comes with a large project is transferred to a private partner.
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In the case of the Dorp Street PPP, the
Transaction Advisor was KPMG. The feasibility study report noted that a capital
contribution of R210 million was needed to
make the project affordable.300 Further, the
PPP was shown to have a 3.2% higher value
for money than if the public sector (Public
Sector Comparator) took on the project alone.
It also concluded that through a PPP, a total
risk of around R100 million would be transferred to the private party. In total, the value
of the project was estimated to be around R1.2
billion.301
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From the outset, Provincial Treasury raised
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The Annual Report for the 2013/2014 Financial Year for the DTPW noted the following with regard to the Dorp Street PPP:
“The budget to erect and maintain the office
block will mainly [emphasis added] be provided by the successful bidder, but with a
capital contribution from the Province.”307 By
the 2014/2015 Annual Report, it had become
clear that Province would be contributing a
substantial amount of money to the project:
“The design, construction and maintenance
of the office block at 13 Dorp Street will be
provided by the successful bidder, but with

a capital contribution from Province.”308 This
was indicative of the fact that the private
partner was no longer the main bearer of risk.
378

The DTPW pushed ahead with the Dorp
Street PPP despite evidence that the project
was barely satisfying the three criteria of a
PPP. By 2014, it was clear that its structure
required an extensive capital contribution by
Province to ensure affordability. It placed increased risk on Province and barely achieved
value-for-money. Tellingly, the project has
not achieved final approval from National
Treasury, five years after its initial registration
as a PPP.

Government Motor Transport and R750m
investment
379

In the same financial year that the Provincial Treasury granted DTPW permission
to dispose of scarce and strategic land assets
to plug the affordability deficit vis a vis the
Dorp Street PPP, Provincial Treasury was also
herding off substantial funds from the same
department via Government Motor Transport
(GMT).
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Government Motor Transport (GMT) operates as an independent business unit responsible for vehicle fleet management services to
provincial and national government as well as
other entities. It is the only trading entity that

Figure 21: Rendering of the Dorp Street PPP building
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is administered by the DTPW. GMT’s main
source of income is derived from the charging
of daily and kilometre tariffs.

Conclusion
384

The disposal of Tafelberg to the highest
bidder exposed the government’s failure to
appreciate the multiple values of land. The
disposal was ad hoc and unlawful, especially
given Province’s obligations for urban restructuring. It highlighted a dominant focus
on short-term cash injections over long-term
integration.
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In the 2012/2013 financial year, GMT’s accumulated surplus increased from R 1.2 billion
as of 31 March 2012 to R 1.35 billion (increase
of R135 mil) as of 31 March 2013. In the
2014/2015 financial year, GMT had a surplus
of R227 mil (increase of 17.3% from 2013/14:
R 193.5 mil).309 According to a 2016 Report
of the Parliamentary Oversight Committee,310
GMT’s accumulated surplus increased from
R1,763 billion in 2014/2015 to R2,024 billion
in 2015/2016. This equates to a R261m surplus
for the 2015/2016 year alone.
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What is required is a shift in mind set that
leverages well-located land to realised multiple
values including both financial and social. In
our view, the Cabinet must:
• Reverse the “decision” to declare Tafelberg
and Wynyard Mansions surplus;
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In 2015, Provincial Treasury was so confident in the financial soundness of the GMT
that it invested R750m of this surplus in order
to “utilise the funds for projects that have a
strong transversal impact to the benefit of the
Provincial Government in its priority programmes”.311 The R750 million was made up
of two tranches: R500 million that was transferred in the 2015/2016 financial year and a
further R250 million that was transferred in
the current financial year.

• Resile from the sale to the Phyllis Jowell
Jewish Day School; and
• Ensure access to housing for Black and
Coloured working class people on the site.

383

However, despite these surpluses, the
amounts were not included in the Vote 10
roll-over when the Provincial Treasury was
discussing whether or not to dispose of properties.
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